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Abstract

This paper examines how positive or negative perceptions about innovation a¤ect �rms�

strategic behavior when certifying their products. In particular, we consider two types of �rm

(innovative and non-innovative) which choose between three signals: (1) certi�ed claim, (2)

uncerti�ed claim, and (3) no claim. The consumer, either exhibiting positive or negative per-

ceptions, is uninformed about the �rm�s type and only observes the �rm�s claim. We �nd that

a separating equilibrium arises in which information about the innovation is revealed to con-

sumers. We also identify a pooling equilibrium in which both types of �rm choose the same

claim, concealing information from consumers. We show that regulation requiring mandatory

certi�cation can hinder information transmission. Our results also indicate that changes in

product perceptions do not necessarily facilitate information transmission.
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1 Introduction

Consumers�perceptions towards innovations are heterogeneous and usually di¤er to the average

scienti�c opinion; see Messer et al. (2017).1 Positive or negative perceptions are a¤ected by

consumers�beliefs on unobservable safety or health attributes of the product (Bearth and Siegrist,

2016; Siegrist, 2008; Cardello, 2003; Caswell and Mojduszka, 1996), and other environmental, social

or ethical factors (Codron et al., 2006).2 Solar energy provides an example of positive perception

among most consumers. Kennedy (2016) reports that 89 percent of U.S. adults encourages the

expansion of solar energy. In contrast, genetic engineering in animals illustrates a case where

most U.S. adults (79 percent) oppose genetic modi�cation in aquarium �sh; see Funk and He¤eron

(2018).3

Since consumers cannot perfectly observe whether a product uses an innovation (such as GMO

ingredients), �rms may rely on claims in the product�s label to describe the presence or absence

of innovation. In such a context, asymmetric information favors the emergence of fraud in the

form of greenwashing, that is, a �rm making false or misleading claims about the environmental

performance of its product; Delmas and Burbano (2011). Lyon and Maxwell (2011) analyze green-

washing in a context of incomplete information between a �rm and an activist who may audit the

�rm, damaging its public image among consumers. However, they understand greenwashing as a

�rm disclosing positive, but not negative, information about its environmental performance. In-

stead, we interpret greenwashing as a �rm making a false claim, i.e., using a certi�ed or uncerti�ed

label that does not coincide with its technology.

The practice of greenwashing is neither new nor occasional. Hamilton and Zilberman (2006)

report evidence of fraud due to greenwashing in the organic and GMO markets at their early

stages. In addition, Terrachoice (2010) �nds that 32 percent of a total of 5,296 home and family

green products in the U.S. and Canada used false labels, 5 percent more than the previous year.

This paper seeks to study how asymmetric information promotes �rms�greenwashing behavior and

whether the existence of mandatory certi�cation helps to ameliorate such a behavior.

We consider a model with two types of �rm (innovative or non-innovative),4 each deciding

1Funk et al. (2015) examine the discrepancies about scienti�c innovations between U.S. citizens and experts of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). For instance, 87 percent of experts from AAAS
indicate that climate change is mostly a consequence of human activity, however only half of U.S. adults agree, and
only 37 percent sustain it is a grave problem. With regard to genetically modi�ed organisms (GMOs), 88 percent of
the experts maintain that are safe, while only 37 percent of Americans believe that GMOs are safe.

2GMOs, nanotechnology, microwave radiation, heat pasteurization and sterilization, among others, are examples
of innovations directly in�uencing perceptions on safety or health attributes; while clean or green technology (i.e.,
pollution abatement or environmentally friendly production process) in�uences perceptions on the second group of
unobservables.

3GMOs is a less extreme example about negative perceptions. For instance, Kopicki (2013) reports that 57 percent
of survey respondents in the U.S. expressed concerns about GMOs, being health issues and environmental impacts
the two major worries. Ganiere et al. (2006) and Yue et al. (2015) �nd similar results, with more than 30 percent of
consumers revealing a negative perception towards GMOs.

4According to the United States Department of Commerce (2007), innovation is �the design, invention, develop-
ment and/or implementation of new or altered products, services, processes, systems, organizational structures, or
business models for the purpose of creating new value for customers and �nancial returns for the �rm.�
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whether or not to signal to consumers its innovation. Speci�cally, the �rm can either make: (1) a

third-party certi�ed claim; (2) a self-reported (uncerti�ed) claim; or (3) no claim. For example, the

�rm can claim it uses organic ingredients by acquiring a USDA certi�cation and including it on the

product�s label; claim that its product uses organic ingredients without a third-party certi�cation

(that is, including �organic� in its label without certi�cation); or be silent about whether or not

the good is organic. Examples of these practices can be found in several markets. For instance, in

toilet paper, brands like Kleenex Cottonelle and Open Nature use third-party programs to certify

their sustainable forestry practices (namely, the Forest Stewardship Council and the Sustainable

Forestry Industry, respectively). Other companies in this industry, however, make uncerti�ed claims

such as Green Forest which includes �100% Recycled�in its packaging, while other �rms (such as

supermarket brands) do not make any claim about the use of recyclable materials. Similarly, in

sweeteners market, brands like Florida Crystals use third-party certi�cations to con�rm that their

product is vegan, thus not containing animal products or processed with bone char; other brands

like Wholesome make uncerti�ed �Vegan�or �Naturally Vegan�claims; and others, such as C&H,

make no claims about its product vegan features. More examples abound in the food industry,

with �rms that sell similar products choose to make di¤erent claims (certi�ed, uncerti�ed, or no

claim).5 Our paper then contributes to the literature on labeling with uninformed consumers by

allowing for a more realistic signal structure than in previous articles.

After observing the label, a consumer with either a positive or negative perception about the

innovation observes one of the three signals. She updates her beliefs about the �rm using the

innovation or not, and responds by buying or not buying the product. Our model considers that

making no claims is costless for the �rm, making an uncerti�ed claim entails some costs (although

minor) but can be penalized by consumers if they realize that the company included false claims

in its label, and that acquiring a certi�cation is the most costly signal for the �rm.6 For generality,

we allow for both innovators and non-innovators to acquire certi�cates, but assume that the latter

face a longer certi�cation process and thus experience higher certi�cation costs. When third-party

agencies detect the non-innovator�s type during the certi�cation process, acquiring a certi�cation for

this type of company is impossible, a setting that our model considers as a special case by making

its certi�cation costs in�nitely high. We also analyze the e¤ect that a regulation on certi�ed claims

produces on the dissemination of information.

We �rst examine the case in which a consumer has a positive perception about the innovation

5 In breakfast cereals, for instance, some brands meet several third-party certi�cations, such as Cascadian Farm,
Kashi, and Nature Path, displaying them on their packaging; others make uncerti�ed claims, such as �Heart Healthy�
or �Original Antioxidants�(such as Kellogg�s Smart Start); and most of them do not print any healthy claim (Kellogg�s
Froot Loops). Likewise, in the market of chocolate fudge brownies, brands like King Arthur Flour go through third-
party certi�cation programs that con�rm gluten-free practices; other companies like Betty Crocker print �Gluten Free�
on their packaging without supporting it with a third-party certi�cation program; and others, such as Ghirardelli, do
not make any claims.

6Environmental certi�cation costs (monetary fees and time) vary across programs, certifying agencies, and coun-
tries. For example, the minimum annual certi�cation fee for the label supported by the Non-GMO Project is approx-
imately US$1,300, which can be considerably scaled-up as the number of veri�ed products increase and additional
services like inspectors are required. On average, the process can take from 3 to 6 months. (For more information,
see https://www.nongmoproject.org/product-veri�cation/technical-administrators/).
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and, afterwards, extend our setting to the case of negative perceptions. In both contexts we study

under which conditions separating and pooling Perfect Bayesian Equilibria (PBEs) are supported.

We show that an informative (separating) equilibrium can be sustained when the cost of certi�cation

or the penalty from greenwashing are su¢ ciently high. In particular, under positive (negative)

perceptions the innovator (non-innovator) chooses a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim and the non-

innovator (innovator, respectively) does not claim. Regardless of consumers� perception about

the innovation, a lengthy and costly process to obtain the certi�cation, or hard penalties from

greenwashing, help to deter a �rm that seeks to mimic the claim of its counterpart. We also

show the existence of uninformative (pooling) equilibria. We �rst identify an equilibrium in which

both types of �rm certify their products, which holds when the certi�cation is easy to obtain

or penalties are signi�cantly low. In this context, the non-innovator (innovator) under positive

(negative, respectively) perceptions makes false claims.7 We also �nd a pooling equilibrium in

which both types choose an uncerti�ed claim or no claim. Both equilibria can be rationalized by

a consumer assigning a high probability of facing an innovative �rm (e.g., widely used innovation)

which induces her to buy the product. As a consequence, the �rm can promote purchases by

choosing no claims without having to spend on certi�cation.

Our results indicate that, under positive perceptions, when the consumer assigns a higher value

to products with the innovation, the uninformative equilibrium is more likely to arise. The non-

innovative �rm then has incentives to mimic the innovator by choosing a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed

claim which conceals its type; at the risk of being caught greenwashing and face future penalties.

In this context, the consumer receives an uninformative signal, but buys the good since she highly

values the innovation. Our �ndings also indicate that a change in perceptions about innovation does

not a¤ect the emergence of pooling equilibria, which still arise when consumers exhibit negative

perceptions. We then show that penalties from greenwashing, but not educational programs aimed

to change consumers�perceptions, can facilitate information revelation to consumers.

We also consider the e¤ect of a regulation requiring mandatory certi�cation on information

transmission. We �nd that this regulation promotes the informative equilibrium in which the inno-

vative (non-innovative) �rm chooses a certi�ed claim while the non-innovative (innovative) chooses

no claim when consumers�perceptions are positive (negative, respectively). That is, the cost from

failing to comply with the regulation (just a threat, as it is not implemented in equilibrium) reduces

the incentives to mimic the other type of �rm. In addition, regulation also hinders the existence

of the pooling equilibrium in which both types of �rm choose uncerti�ed claims, thus helping the

dissemination of information. However, regulation can be useless when an informative equilibrium

in which only one type of �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim already existed without regulation.

In this setting, mandatory certi�cation only adds administrative costs without improving the dis-

7According to Terrachoice (2010), between 2009 and 2010, the consumer electronics industry in North America
presented the highest rate of greenwashing compared to other home and family products. Their study reveals that
50 percent of total products surveyed in that category made false claims in regards of toxicity of components, energy
e¢ ciency, recycled and biodegradable content, and use of vague environmental jargon. In the food industry, in 2017
the USDA registered 42 complaints related to false organic claims violating the organic regulation. (For more details,
see https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/enforcement/organic/fraudulent-certi�cates).
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semination of information.8 Furthermore, mandatory certi�cation can also be detrimental when

both types of �rm certify without regulation, since requiring certi�ed claims expands the conditions

supporting the uninformative equilibrium, further promoting greenwashing.

Finally, we examine the welfare implications of our results and �nd that the pooling equilibrium

in which no �rm makes certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims generates the highest social welfare when the

innovation is prevalent. Otherwise, the separating equilibrium in which only the innovative �rm

makes an uncerti�ed claim yields the highest welfare. We also identify ine¢ ciencies relative to the

case of complete information.

Related Literature. Crespi and Marette (2003) examine the role of the label �contains GMO�,
�nding that it is more e¤ective when the ratio of GMO-averse consumers is high, while the opposite

label �does not contain GMO�is more e¤ective when this ratio is low. Costanigro and Lusk (2014)

empirically analyze the signaling e¤ect of labels, showing that labels such as �contain GMO�vs.

�does not contain GMO�may alter beliefs about the likelihood that an unlabeled product is GMO.

McCluskey and Winfree (2017) also study �rms�incentives to use GMO labels in their products.

However, these papers do not examine �rms�greenwashing behavior due to asymmetric information.

In the literature analyzing signaling clean technologies, Mahenc (2008) shows that price can

act as a signal of high environmental performance to green consumers if a product�s marginal cost

increases in its environmental performance. Ibanez and Grolleau (2008) propose a duopoly model

of vertical product di¤erentiation with endogenous technology and signal choices, allowing for the

polluting �rm to dishonestly mimic the green �rm. They show that a pooling equilibrium in which

both green and brown �rms use a label arises. While they only consider two possible signals (label

or no label), we allow for a richer set of signals (certi�ed claim, uncerti�ed claim, or no claim).

From a modeling approach, letting �rms choose an uncerti�ed claim is realistic. As shown by

Gruere (2013) for the case of environmental claims, di¤erent types of labels co-exist; Marconi et al.

(2017) provides a similar analysis for the case of fair-trade claims. In addition, we study di¤erent

consumer�s perceptions and the e¤ect of mandatory certi�cation on our equilibrium results.

Atkison and Rosenthal (2014) �nd that consumers report that both the content in eco-labels

and the label source are useful. Brecard (2014) argues that the profusion of eco-labels (e.g., di¤erent

third-party agencies, acronyms, and designs) increases consumer confusion, making it di¢ cult for

them to understand which label is better. In the same direction, Harbaugh et al. (2011) show

that uncertainty makes labeling and non-labeling equilibria more likely to coexist as the number of

labels increases, so consumers face greater strategic uncertainty over how to interpret the presence

or absence of a label. Baksi and Bose (2007) also analyze a signaling game in which privately

informed �rms convey or conceal information to uninformed consumers. However, they allow �rms

to either certify or not certify their products, without the possibility of making uncerti�ed claims.

This type of claims are, however, available to �rms in most markets, which choose to include

uncerti�ed claims in their packaging. Our model can then help us understand how this additional

8 In a di¤erent context, Lyon and Maxwell (2011) show that an increased pressure from activist groups may hinder
information transmission since �rms are less likely to fully disclose their environmental performance.
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strategy alters equilibrium results in the incomplete information game in which �rms and consumers

interact.

With regards to third-party certi�cation, Hamilton and Zilberman (2006) discuss that a policy

increasing certi�cation cost reduces fraud more signi�cantly than policies subsidizing green tech-

nologies. However, this paper does not consider the signaling role of certi�cation. In a signaling

model, Mason (2011) �nds that moderate certi�cation costs reduce greenwashing while su¢ ciently

small certi�cation costs favor the existence of pooling equilibrium. Similarly, Mahenc (2017) studies

the misleading certi�cation of eco-labels but from the point of view of the certi�er, showing that

honest certi�cation requires the third-party certifying company to assign a su¢ ciently large weight

on social welfare. Unlike these papers, we allow �rms to make certi�ed, uncerti�ed, or no claims

which are used as signals to consumers, we consider consumers exhibiting positive and negative

perceptions toward the innovation, and we examine mandatory certi�cation. When our model al-

lows for only two signals (certi�ed claims and no claims), we show that information transmission

is hindered, relative to the setting with three signals, and becomes more expensive to implement.

However, the uninformative equilibria can arise under larger conditions, thus promoting greenwash-

ing.

Our setting also connects with the literature on persuasive advertising, initiated by Kihlstrom

and Riordan (1984) among others; for a literature review, see Bagwell (2007). In our context,

�rms use certi�ed and uncerti�ed claims to increase the consumer�s willingness to purchase the

product, since these claims work as signals consumers use to infer whether the �rm is innovative or

non-innovative. Labeling costs are, therefore, dissipative marketing expenditures that �rms would

not incur under a complete information setting.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the time structure

of the game and assumptions of the model. Section 3 analyzes the signaling game when the

�rm, �rst, faces a consumer with positive preferences towards innovation and, second, considers

a consumer with negative preferences. Section 4 examines regulation on certi�ed claims. Finally,

section 5 provides a discussion of our results and presents potential extensions for further research.

2 Model

Consider a signaling game between a �rm and a consumer. The �rm sells a good to a consumer,

who inelastically demands one unit, at a given price p, where p > 0. The �rm can be of two

types, either innovative (I) if it uses a novel production process, or non-innovative (NI) if it uses

a conventional technology. Production costs are type-dependent, Ci > 0, where i 2 fI;NIg,
and we allow CI � CNI or CI < CNI for generality.9 The label can include: (1) a third-party

certi�cation (such as USDA organic); (2) an uncerti�ed claim (such as �organic�without the USDA

9For simplicity, we consider that the innovation cost is sunk, and parameter Ci only captures production cost after
the innovation.
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certi�cation); or (3) no claim (e.g., no information about the organic content of the product).10

When consumers exhibit a positive perception towards the innovation, a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed

claim implies that the �rm acknowledges the innovation, such as organic or Energy Star. However,

under negative perceptions, the �rm�s claim acknowledges the absence of innovation, such as non-

GMOs.

We assume that the cost of each action (per unit sold) is CCerti > CUnCert � CNoClaim = 0.

Intuitively, a certi�cation process is more costly than claiming an innovation without the third-

party certi�cation, and the latter is at least as costly as not claiming at all in the label (which is,

for simplicity, assumed to be costless). Furthermore, CCertI � CCertNI implying that the certi�cation

process is more expensive for the non-innovative �rm than its innovative counterpart.11 In contrast,

the cost of uncerti�ed claim and no claim are both type-independent. In addition, p > CCerti so

both types of �rm have incentives to certify.

If the product�s label includes false information (e.g., the label claims �organic� despite not

being so, which is often referred to as �greenwashing�), it faces an expected penalty K � 0, which
is increasing in the probability of being found liable and in the amount of the penalty.

If the �rm does not claim, its payo¤ is p�Ci if the consumer buys, and �Ci if she does not. If
the �rm chooses a claim without certi�cation, its payo¤ is p�Ci�CUnCert�K if the consumer buys,

and �Ci�CUnCert otherwise. Finally, if the �rm certi�es, its payo¤ becomes p�Ci�CCerti �K if

the consumer buys, and �Ci � CCerti otherwise. When the �rm makes a claim, both certi�ed and

uncerti�ed, the expected penalty is K � 0when the �rm greenwashes, but zero when the �rm does

not lie about its innovation.12 For instance, when the non-innovator certi�es its product, not only

does it face a higher certi�cation cost, but will also an expected penalty K from greenwashing if

consumers buy its product.

The innovative (non-innovative) �rm, when acquiring a certi�cation, cannot be found liable

when consumers exhibit a positive (negative) perception towards the innovation, since its technology

coincides with that in the certi�cate label. In contrast, the non-innovative (innovative) �rm, when

acquiring this certi�cation, can be found liable with some probability since its technology does not

match that in the certi�cate. In other words, �rms do not violate certi�cations. Instead, they can

greenwash if their claims (certi�ed or uncerti�ed labels) do not coincide with their technology.

The time structure of the game is the following:

1. Nature selects the �rm�s type (either innovator or non-innovator).

2. The �rm privately observes its type, and chooses a certi�ed claim, an uncerti�ed claim, or no

claim.
10 If each type could charge a di¤erent price, these would become signals to consumers, making any type of claim

unnecessary. However, we observe most �rms using some form of claim in their product labels, suggesting that claims
are common signals in the marketplace. Hence, we focus on the signaling role of claims.
11This condition is true for the case of positive perceptions. However, when we allow for negative perceptions about

the innovation (next section), this assumption is reversed. In this case it is more expensive for the innovator to get
a certi�cation claiming no innovation than for the non-innovator.
12For simplicity, we consider that the �rm is subject to penalties only if the consumer buys the product.
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3. The consumer does not know the �rm�s type, but assigns a prior probability q to the �rm being

innovative. After observing the �rm�s choice s = fCert; UnCert;NoClaimg, she updates her
beliefs to �s � prob(Ijs) where �s 2 [0; 1]. The consumer then responds buying or not buying
the product.

Let Vi denote the consumer�s valuation of the product, where i 2 fI;NIg indicates the �rm�s
type. The consumer can exhibit a positive perception towards innovation if VI > p > VNI , or a

negative perception if VI < p < VNI . Therefore, the expected payo¤ that the consumer obtains

from buying the product is �sVI+(1��s)VNI�p, and zero if she does not buy the good regardless
of the �rm�s type.

For comparison purposes, the next lemma presents equilibrium behavior in the complete infor-

mation version of the game where the consumer can perfectly observe the �rm�s type.

Lemma 1 (Complete information). Under complete information, both types of �rm choose

no claim, and the consumer responds buying the product from the innovator (non-innovator) when

she exhibits a positive (negative, respectively) perception towards the innovation.

Therefore, no type of �rm needs to spend resources on certifying its product, or printing an

uncerti�ed label, since consumers can perfectly observe whether the �rm is innovative or not. As

the following section shows, the presence of asymmetric information between �rm and consumer

leads one or both types of company to spend resources conveying its type to consumers to induce

them to buy.

3 Signaling game

We �rst examine the case of positive perceptions towards the innovation and next discuss the case

of negative perceptions. We focus our attention on the separating and pooling equilibrium for each

case. All equilibria presented below survive Cho and Kreps�(1987) Intuitive Criterion.13 Proofs

are relegated to the appendix.

For completeness, the next lemma examines the single-crossing property. Since the �rm strategy

set is discrete in our setting, this property must be expressed as the additional pro�t that the �rm

obtains when changing its signal.

Lemma 2 (Single-crossing property). When consumers exhibit positive (negative) percep-
tions about the product, the marginal increase in pro�ts that the innovative (non-innovative) type

of �rm obtains when changing its claim (from no claim to uncerti�ed claim, from uncerti�ed to

13The Divinity Criterion does not have more re�ning power (more �bite�) than the Intuitive Criterion in signaling
games with only two types of sender, as in our paper, regardless of the number of potential messages this player can
choose from. It only has more bite if the game has more than two types of senders, which is not the case in our paper.
Finally, note that, for given parameter conditions, only one of our equilibrium results can be sustained, so multiple
equilibria cannot coexist.
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certi�ed claim, or from no claim to certi�ed claim) is weakly larger than that of the non-innovative

(innovative) �rm.

Therefore, when consumers exhibit positive perceptions about the product and the innovative

�rm faces a relatively lower certi�cation cost than the non-innovative �rm, i.e., CCertI < CCertNI ,

the innovative �rm has strong incentives to use certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims as signals to convey

its type to consumers. In contrast, when consumers exhibit negative perceptions and the non-

innovative �rm faces relatively low certi�cation costs, this type of �rm has stronger incentives to

signal its type using certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims.

3.1 Positive perceptions towards innovation

Let us examine separating equilibria that are supported as a PBE of the game.

Proposition 1. If the consumer has positive perceptions, the following separating PBEs can be
sustained:

1. The innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and the non-innovative �rm does not claim if

and only if CUnCert + K � p � CCertNI + K; the consumer after observing a certi�ed claim

buys since �Cert = 1, and she does not buy after observing no claim, �NoClaim = 0. After

observing an uncerti�ed claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she does not buy if and only if beliefs

are �UnCert < � � p�VNI
VI�VNI .

2. The innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and the non-innovative �rm does not claim

if and only if p � CUnCert+K; the consumer after observing an uncerti�ed claim buys since

�UnCert = 1, and she does not buy after observing no claim, �NoClaim = 0. After observing a

certi�ed claim, she buys for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1].

In the �rst separating equilibrium, the innovative �rm has incentives to choose a certi�ed claim.

In contrast, the non-innovative �rm faces a large greenwashing cost, relative to the market price it

would obtain if it were to certify the product. As a result, this �rm has no incentives to mimic the

innovative �rm certifying its claim. In this case, the o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs induce the consumer

to not buy the good when she observes uncerti�ed claims. Hence, the o¤-the-equilibrium behavior

supports the separating equilibrium only when �after observing an uncerti�ed claim�there is no

purchase, eliminating any incentive for the �rm to deviate. A similar argument applies to the

second separating equilibrium, where the innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim while the

non-innovative does not claim. This equilibrium can be sustained when the greenwashing cost for

the non-innovator (cost from uncerti�ed claim plus potential penalties) is su¢ ciently large relative

to the market price. In this case, the innovative �rm saves the cost of a certi�ed claim which is

more expensive than an uncerti�ed one and achieves the purchase of the consumer.

In countries with no third-party certi�cation agency, the �rst separating PBE cannot arise,

leaving only uncerti�ed claims to disseminate information about the �rm�s innovation; as described
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in the second separating PBE. Moreover, when greenwashing is heavily penalized, certi�ed and

uncerti�ed claims become more informative for consumers, expanding the conditions under which

both separating PBEs can be supported. In contrast, when the penalty from greenwashing is nil (or

unlikely), the separating PBEs can only be sustained under more restrictive conditions, i.e., when

the certi�cation cost is extremely low for the innovator but high for the non-innovator. Our results

indicate that the lack of penalties for greenwashing hinders information transmission to consumers

about product innovations.

Lemma 3. Under positive perceptions, the separating strategy pro�le in which the innovative
(non-innovative) �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and the non-innovative (innovative, respectively)

�rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim cannot be sustained as PBE. In addition, the strategy pro�le

in which the innovative �rm does not claim and the non-innovative �rm makes a certi�ed or an

uncerti�ed claim cannot be sustained as PBE.

Intuitively, the actions from the non-innovator reveal its type in a separating strategy pro�le,

thus inducing consumers to not purchase its product even if it were certi�ed. Therefore, deviating

towards no claim saves this type of �rm the cost of choosing certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims, providing

it with incentives to deviate.

We next analyze the strategy pro�les in which both types of �rm choose the same strategy.

Proposition 2. If the consumer has positive perceptions, the following pooling PBEs can be
sustained:

1. Both types of �rm choose a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CCertNI +K; the consumer buys only

after observing a certi�ed claim if beliefs satisfy �Cert = q � � and �UnCert; �NoClaim < �.

2. Both types of �rm choose an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CUnCert+K and the consumer

buys only after observing uncerti�ed claims if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �UnCert = q � �,

under o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1] and �NoClaim < �.

3. Both types of �rm choose no claim;

i) the consumer only buys after observing no claim if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim =

q � �, under any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert; �UnCert 2 [0; 1];

ii) the consumer does not buy after observing any claim if p � CUnCert+K, and if equilib-
rium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim = q < �, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert; �UnCert <

�.

The �rst pooling PBE, where both innovators and non-innovators certify, can be sustained

if the non-innovative �rm �nds it relatively cheap to certify (i.e., low cost of certi�cation and

potential penalties from greenwashing). In this case, the consumer cannot distinguish the type of
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�rm she faces, but buys the product given that innovators are su¢ ciently likely (high prior q). As

a consequence, the emergence of this equilibrium, in which the consumer faces false claims from

the non-innovator, could be prevented if certi�cation is signi�cantly costly for the non-innovative

�rm and/or a high penalty from greenwashing is in place.

In the second pooling PBE both types of �rm choose uncerti�ed claims, which can be sustained

with a symmetric condition to the �rst pooling PBE, p � CUnCert+K, i.e., low cost of uncerti�ed
claim and penalties from greenwashing.14 In the third pooling PBE, both types of �rm choose no

claim, which is responded with a purchase when innovators are su¢ ciently likely (see 3i). In this

case, the �rm has no incentive to make a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim since it is costly and does

not improve its pro�ts. This case can emerge when the cost of greenwashing is su¢ ciently high and

the type of innovation is broadly used, leading consumers to believe that the product contains the

innovation despite o¤ering no claims. In case 3ii, in contrast, innovators are unlikely (low priors),

inducing consumers to not buy after no claim. Since consumers do not buy the good after observing

any other message in this setting, the �rm chooses the least expensive option, which is no claim.

Comparative statics. When the positive perception towards the innovation becomes more
signi�cant, as captured by the di¤erence VI�VNI , cuto¤ � decreases, thus shrinking the parameter
conditions under which the separating equilibrium where the innovative �rm certi�es its product

can be sustained (see Proposition 1). Intuitively, as consumers are more attracted to the innovation,

they purchase it under larger conditions. The non-innovative �rm then has more incentives to mimic

the innovator by choosing a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim (at the risk of facing future penalties),

which conceals its type. In this context, the consumer receives an uninformative signal, but buys

the good since its valuation for innovation is high. It implies that an increase in the valuation

for green properties15 may promote greenwashing behavior. In contrast, when the certi�cation

cost for the non-innovator and its penalties from doing so, CCertNI + K, are su¢ ciently high, the

separating equilibrium in which this �rm does not claim can be sustained under larger conditions,

and the pooling PBEs in which both �rms choose a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim can be supported

under more restrictive settings. If third-party certifying agencies make a thorough investigation of

every �rm requesting a certi�cation, the non-innovator could never obtain a certi�cation, which is

analogous to CCertNI ! 1. In that extreme setting, the separating PBEs can be sustained under
larger conditions, while the pooling PBEs in Proposition 3 (cases 1 and 2) cannot emerge.

14However, the second pooling PBE can be supported under two sets of o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs: those inducing
the consumer to not buy the good after any deviation from the uncerti�ed claim, and those that induce no purchase
only after no claims. The �rst case is analogous to that in (1), while in the second case a certi�cation also induces
purchase, but entails a larger cost than uncerti�ed claims in equilibrium, ultimately implying that no type of �rm
has incentives to deviate.
15For instance, the Nielsen Global Survey of Corporate Social Responsability and Sustainability 2015 indicates that

66 percent of respondents in 60 countries are willing to pay more for sustainable goods, up from 55 percent in 2014,
and 50 percent in 2013.
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3.2 Negative perceptions towards innovation

When the consumer negatively perceives innovation, certi�cation is understood as the absence of

such innovation, for instance, non-GMO. In this setting we consider that certi�cation costs are

higher for the innovative than the non-innovative �rm, that is CCertI � CCertNI . Our results are

analogous to those when consumers exhibit positive perceptions. For compactness, Appendix 2

presents the technical details of the PBEs that emerge in this setting while here we discuss the

main di¤erences with respect to the PBEs in Propositions 1 and 2.

In this context, two separating equilibria can be supported as a PBE. In both equilibria the

innovative �rm does not make a claim. Intuitively, negative perceptions towards innovation (i.e.,

bad opinion about GMOs, arti�cial sweeteners, etc.) induce this type of �rm to choose not to

claim avoiding the greenwashing penalty. In contrast, the non-innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed or

uncerti�ed claim, depending on the PBE, to convey information about the absence of innovation

in its product.

Like in Proposition 2 for consumers with positive perceptions, we also �nd three pooling equi-

libria. In the �rst pooling PBE, the innovator mimics the non-innovator by making a certi�ed

claim when the potential penalties from greenwashing are relatively low. That is, under negative

perceptions, the innovator �nds that a su¢ ciently high price compensates the cost of certi�cation

and the cost of lying, achieving the purchase of its good. In the second pooling PBE, both types of

�rm choose an uncerti�ed claim while in the third pooling PBE both types choose no claim; being

symmetric to Proposition 2. Consumer priors, however, di¤er to those in Proposition 2. For posi-

tive (negative) perceptions, the consumer buys if the likelihood of facing a innovator is high (low).

That is, no matter the consumer�s type (either positive or negative perceptions), a relatively low

penalty from greenwashing induces the existence of uninformative equilibria in which the consumer

could buy a product with a false claim.

4 Regulation on certi�ed claims

In recent years the debate about whether or not the government should require certi�ed claims

for certain types of innovation has become heated. Unlike the European Union, where mandatory

GMO labels have been long required, the debate is still ongoing in the US. Proponents of such

regulation claim that consumers have �the right to know.� In contrast, opponents argue that a

mandatory labeling would impose extra costs to the food industry, and that this �right� can be

satis�ed by voluntary labels like those from the Non-GMO Project (Bovay and Alston, 2018).

We contribute to this debate by showing that mandatory labels may actually be detrimental for

information transmission to consumers.

We now consider how this regulation a¤ects the �rm�s incentives to certify its product, such as

requiring Energy Star or organic certi�cation. Speci�cally, we assume that �rms face an additional

cost eF � 0 from failing to comply with the regulation, that is, uncerti�ed claims are now penalized.
This cost di¤ers from the greenwashing cost, K, which is a legal cost from being caught lying to
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consumers. For instance, an innovative �rm could choose an uncerti�ed claim, thus not facing

greenwashing cost K, but would still bear cost eF .
4.1 Regulation with positive perceptions

The following proposition discusses how the separating equilibrium is a¤ected by this type of

regulation.

Proposition 3. If the consumer has positive perceptions and certi�ed claims are required, the
following separating PBEs can be sustained:

1. The innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and the non-innovative �rm does not claim

if and only if p � CCertNI + K; the consumer buys after observing a certi�ed claim since

�Cert = 1, but she does not buy after observing no claim, �NoClaim = 0. After observ-

ing an uncerti�ed claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she buys when �UnCert > � but she

does not otherwise. No type of �rm makes uncerti�ed claims if: (a) �UnCert > � andeF � max�p�K � CUnCert; CCertI � CUnCert
	
; or (b) �UnCert < � for all values of eF .

2. The innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and the non-innovative �rm does not claim

if and only if CUnCert + eF � p � CUnCert +K + eF ; the consumer buys after observing an
uncerti�ed claim since �UnCert = 1, but she does not buy after observing no claim, �NoClaim =

0. After observing a certi�ed claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she buys when �Cert > � but
does not otherwise. No type of �rm makes certi�ed claims if and only if eF � CCertI �CUnCert

for every belief �Cert 2 [0; 1].

Proposition 3.1 di¤ers from Proposition 1.1 since now the separating equilibrium is supported

under larger conditions, thus helping the dissemination of information. In particular, the o¤-

the-equilibrium message �uncerti�ed claim� supports the equilibrium when the buyer responds

purchasing the product and the penalty from not complying with the regulation is su¢ ciently

high. Therefore, the �rm has no incentives to deviate towards uncerti�ed claims. In addition,

when consumer�s o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs after observing an uncerti�ed claim are relatively low,

she does not buy, and the innovative �rm does not have incentives to make an uncerti�ed claim

regardless of the severity of penalty eF . In this setting, regulation becomes unnecessary since it does
not a¤ect equilibrium behavior. However, if consumer�s o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are su¢ ciently

high, only tough non-compliance costs give incentives to the innovative �rm to certify its product,

thus transmitting more information than when regulation is absent.

In addition, the separating equilibrium in which the innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed

claim while the non-innovative does not claim (Proposition 3.2) is supported under more restrictive

conditions than Proposition 1.2. In this case, regulation hinders the existence of this equilibrium,

thus limiting information transmission relative to the setting where regulation is absent.
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In summary, when the innovative �rm certi�es while the non-innovative chooses no claim in

the absence of regulation, the introduction of compulsory certi�cation is socially desirable. This

regulation, however, hinders information dissemination in contexts where �rm types were already

revealed without the need of certi�cation. In this case, the implementation of regulation yields the

same equilibrium behavior but entails unnecessary administrative and monitoring costs.

We next examine the pooling equilibrium under regulation.

Proposition 4. If the consumer has positive perceptions and certi�ed claims are required, the
following pooling PBEs can be sustained:

1. Both types of �rm choose a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CCertNI + K; the consumer

buys only after observing a certi�ed claim if beliefs satisfy �Cert = q � � and either: (a)

�UnCert; �NoClaim < �; or (b) �UnCert � � and �NoClaim < � and eF � CCertNI � CUnCert.

2. Both types of �rm choose an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CUnCert + K + eF ; the
consumer buys only after observing uncerti�ed claims if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �UnCert =

q � �, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs satisfy: (a) �Cert; �NoClaim < �; or (b) �Cert � � and
�NoClaim < �.

3. Both types of �rm choose no claim;

i) the consumer only buys after observing no claim if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim =

q � �, under any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert; �UnCert 2 [0; 1];

ii) the consumer does not buy after observing no claim if �NoClaim = q < �, �Cert < � and

�UnCert 2 [0; 1] if prices satisfy p � CUnCert + eF . For all other beliefs, the equilibrium
is supported under all parameter conditions.

Relative to Proposition 2.1, regulation expands the conditions under which the pooling equi-

librium where both �rms make certi�ed claims arises (see Proposition 4.1). Hence, paradoxically,

regulation could hinder information transmission, and promote greenwashing by inducing the non-

innovative �rm to also choose certi�ed claims to avoid the non-compliance cost.

In contrast, regulation shrinks the parameter conditions under which both types of �rm choose

uncerti�ed claims. Speci�cally, in the absence of regulation the non-innovative �rm chooses uncer-

ti�ed claims as long as prices satisfy p � CUnCert +K (including greenwashing costs), while now

prices need to be higher to compensate this type of �rm for the non-compliance cost. In this case,

compulsory certi�cations facilitate information transmission.

Finally, the pooling equilibrium in which both types of �rm make no claim emerges under

more restrictive conditions. Intuitively, the non-innovator is now less attracted to deviate towards

making uncerti�ed claims since it would face an additional non-compliance cost relative to the

context without regulation. Therefore, requiring �rms to certify their product shrinks this pooling

equilibrium, helping information transmission.
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Two signals. When eF ! +1, uncerti�ed claims become unfeasible, and our results help us
predict equilibrium when �rms can only choose between two signals (certi�ed claim and no claim),

which may occur when uncerti�ed claims are banned. In this context, the informative equilibrium of

Proposition 3.2 cannot be sustained. The innovative �rm can now only signal its type by acquiring

certi�cation, which makes information transmission more expensive. In addition, the uninformative

equilibrium of Proposition 4.2 does not arise, which implies that greenwashing occurs under more

restrictive conditions.

4.2 Regulation with negative perceptions

We next examine how regulation a¤ects equilibrium behavior when consumers exhibit negative per-

ceptions towards the innovation. As in Section 3.2, we relegate to Appendix 2 the detailed analysis

of equilibrium conditions, while this section discusses the main di¤erences with the equilibrium

results in Propositions 3 and 4.

We can sustain two separating PBEs in this setting. Similarly to the case with positive percep-

tions, the introduction of regulation expands parameter conditions under which the separating PBE

can be sustained. Intuitively, the non-innovative �rm is less attracted to deviate towards uncerti�ed

claims when regulation is present since such a deviation is now punished with non-compliance costeF . Therefore, compulsory certi�cation promotes information transmission helping the consumer
avoid the innovation, e.g., GMOs.

In contrast, regulation restricts the range of parameter values for which the non-innovative �rm

chooses an uncerti�ed claim while the innovative does not claim. Intuitively, the non-innovator

needs to face higher prices to compensate the additional (non-compliance) cost of an uncerti�ed

claim, whereas the innovator has less incentives to mimic the non-innovator given the punishment

from deviating towards an uncerti�ed claim.

Let us now analyze pooling equilibria. As in Proposition 4 when consumers exhibit positive

perceptions, we can support three PBEs when consumers have negative perceptions for the innova-

tion. First, the uninformative equilibrium in which both types of �rm decide to certify is supported

under larger conditions. Regulation in this case not only induces the non-innovator to acquire a

certi�cate (for instance, a non-GMO authentication), but also the innovator is now more tempted

to mimic the other type by acquiring certi�cation. This is socially ine¢ cient since both types of

�rm spend resources to acquire certi�cates under larger conditions, without improving information

transmission to consumers. Second, regulation shrinks the set of parameter values for which the

uninformative PBE in which both types of �rm choose uncerti�ed claims can be sustained; and

this equilibrium is completely eliminated if the penalty from non-compliance is su¢ ciently severe,eF > CCertNI � CUnCert. In this setting, compulsory certi�cates successfully reduce greenwashing.
Finally, the PBE in which both types of �rm decide not to make claims expands with regulation,

which occurs when the non-compliance cost is su¢ ciently high and prices do not compensate for

the costs of certi�cation and greenwashing.

In summary, when a pooling PBE exists in the absence of regulation, the introduction of
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compulsory certi�cates only helps shrink the uninformative equilibrium in which both types of

�rm make uncerti�ed claim, potentially eliminating it; but expands the pooling PBEs in which

both �rms were already choosing a certi�ed claim or no claims, thus not promoting information

transmission.

4.3 Welfare analysis

We next evaluate the welfare arising in each of the equilibrium results identi�ed in Propositions 3

and 4 to �nd which PBE yields the highest social welfare. We also compare this welfare against

the case of complete information to assess the e¢ ciency loss due to incomplete information. For

simplicity, this subsection considers that VI � CCertI , which indicates that consumers assign a

su¢ ciently high value to the innovation.

Proposition 5. If priors are high enough, q � �, the pooling PBE in Proposition 4.3i yields
the highest social welfare for all values of VNI . The pooling PBE of Proposition 4.2 generates the

second highest social welfare if VNI > CUnCert+K. Otherwise, the separating PBE of Proposition

3.2 yields the second highest welfare. If, instead, priors are relatively low, q < �, the separating

PBE of Proposition 3.2 generates the highest social welfare, followed by the separating equilibrium

of Proposition 3.1, which holds for all values of VNI .

Intuitively, when the innovation is widely used (high priors), consumers purchase the product

upon observing no claims. Anticipating this response, both types of �rm make no claim which saves

the cost of making certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims as an informative signal, ultimately generating

a higher welfare. In contrast, when the innovation is not pervasive (low priors), only the two

separating PBEs of Proposition 3 and the pooling PBE of Proposition 4.3ii can be sustained. In

this context, the separating equilibrium in which the innovator (non-innovator) makes uncerti�ed

claim (no claim, respectively) yields the highest welfare since it conveys information to consumers

at the lowest certi�cation cost.

We next examine the welfare loss relative to complete information.

Corollary 1. If priors are high enough, q � �, incomplete information yields a welfare loss

relative to complete information if and only if VNI < 0. If, instead, priors are relatively low, q < �,

incomplete information yields an unambiguous welfare loss.

Therefore, when the innovation is prevalent (high priors), even if society can reach the equilib-

rium that yields the highest social welfare under incomplete information (pooling PBE of Propo-

sition 4.3i), welfare is lower than under complete information when consumers assign a negative

value to the non-innovator�s product, VNI < 0. Intuitively, this type of �rm does not sell under

complete information (see Lemma 1) but sells its product under incomplete information, which

consumers dislike. Corollary 1 also indicates that if, in contrast, consumers assign a positive value

to the non-innovator�s product, VNI > 0, the pooling PBE of Proposition 4.3i generates a higher

social welfare than that under complete information, leading to a welfare gain.
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When the innovation is rare (low priors), the PBE generating the highest welfare (separating

PBE of Proposition 3.1) yields a lower welfare than under complete information, since society saves

the cost of making an uncerti�ed claim that the innovator incurs under incomplete information.

5 Discussion

Mandatory certi�cation. When consumers exhibit positive (negative) perceptions towards the in-

novation, our results show that, in the absence of regulation, a separating equilibrium exists in

which the innovative (non-innovative) �rm certi�es its product while the other type of �rm does

not make a claim. In this setting, certi�cation becomes a clear signal that consumers can use to

infer �rm types before making their purchases. When regulation is introduced, our �ndings indicate

that this separating equilibrium can be sustained under larger conditions, implying that regula-

tion helps promoting information transmission to consumers. However, we also show that another

separating equilibrium exists where only the innovator (non-innovator) makes an uncerti�ed claim

when consumers exhibit positive (negative) perceptions. While �rms do not use certi�ed claims in

equilibrium, their labeling decisions are successful at disseminating information about the product

to consumers. We demonstrate that compulsory certi�cates in this context actually shrink the pa-

rameter conditions for which this separating equilibrium emerges, ultimately limiting information

transmission. If penalties from failing to certify are su¢ ciently severe, our results suggest that

this separating PBE cannot be sustained at all, indicating that regulation would completely block

information transmission to uninformed customers.

In the case of pooling equilibria where both types of �rm certify (or both choose to make no

claims), the introduction of regulation expands parameter conditions sustaining these equilibria as,

intuitively, it provides stronger incentives for �rms certifying their products (making no claims)

in the absence of regulation. In contrast, it shrinks the pooling PBE where both types of �rm

make uncerti�ed claims, since this type of claims are now punished with a �ne. Overall, our re-

sults suggest that certi�cation laws can promote information transmission, but only in two speci�c

scenarios: (1) when one of the �rm types already certi�es its products in the absence of regulation

(separating equilibrium); and (2) when both types of �rm make uncerti�ed claims before regula-

tion (pooling equilibrium). Otherwise, our results show that the introduction of certi�cation laws

hinders information transmission. In these contexts, regulation either limits the emergence of sep-

arating equilibria where an uncerti�ed product is a su¢ ciently informative signal to consumers, or

expands pooling equilibria where �rms can conceal their types from consumers, often leading to

greenwashing.

Penalties from greenwashing. In the pooling equilibria of the game, the non-innovator has

incentives to make a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim, thus lying about the characteristics of its product,

when the expected penalties from greenwashing are relatively low. For instance, penalties related

to false USDA organic claims are usually US$11,000 per violation and/or the suspension of a
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product organic certi�cate.16 This �nding holds both when consumers have a positive perception

towards the innovation and when they do not. Therefore, claims such as Energy Star, Green-e,

USDA organic, or Rainforest Alliance Certi�ed, are more likely used by all types of �rm when

penalties are su¢ ciently low, allowing cheating �rms to pro�t from those claims. Intuitively, the

consumer understands that non-innovators may be using the claim, but still buys the product since

the probability of facing an innovative company is relatively high. In contrast, when penalties are

signi�cant, we should expect the separating equilibrium to emerge under larger conditions, thus

allowing certi�cations to disseminate information about the product. For example, after Volkswagen

faced a penalty close to US$14.7 billion from cheating about its diesel emissions, it is likely that

other diesel car manufacturers are now reluctant to falsify their emissions.17

Cost of certi�cation. If the cost of certi�cation is considerably higher for non-innovators than

innovators, our �ndings indicate that the separating equilibrium arises, where the consumer is

perfectly informed about the �rm�s type. This setting considers, as an extreme case, industries

in which certifying agencies always detect the non-innovating nature of the �rm, not providing a

certi�cation, which can be modelled by assuming that the non-innovator faces an in�nite cost from

certifying its product.

In addition, the cost of certifying a product varies signi�cantly across countries and industries,

with costs being increasing in the length of the inspection by the third-party agency.18 Our �ndings

show that countries with higher certi�cation costs help the dissemination of information, as pre-

dicted in the separating equilibrium regardless of whether consumers exhibit positive or negative

perceptions about the innovation. It remains an empirical question to verify if countries with more

expensive certi�cation systems report less cheating from non-organic producers.

Finally, our results help analyze programs that reimburse �rms a share of their certi�cation

costs, such as the USDA Organic Certi�cation Cost-Share Programs, which reimburse eligible op-

erations up to 75 percent of their certi�cation costs. If this program reduces the certi�cation cost

for all types of �rm, our �ndings indicate that the separating (pooling) emerge under more re-

strictive (larger, respectively) conditions, thus suggesting that the reimbursement program hinders

information transmission to consumers.

Innovations that are extensively used. Our results identify a pooling equilibrium in which both

types of �rm make no claim in its label, which occurs when innovations are extensively used

by several companies, such as recycled plastic. In this setting, consumers understand that the

innovation is widely used, and respond buying even if it comes with no claim. Anticipating this

response, the �rm has no need to spend resources in certifying its product. In these cases we

16For more information on these penalties see: https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/enforcement/organic/�le-
complaint
17As reported by USA Today in April 2017, see https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2017/04/14/volkswagen-

group-2-liter-diesel-settlement/100464244/
18For example, the USDA Organic certi�cation and the California Certi�ed Organic Farmers certi�cation may take

between 6 and 10 weeks after the site inspection is complete. In addition, Stolze et al. (2012) �nd that the business
costs of organic certi�cation for farmers in 2008 can range from $1,238 euros in United Kingdom to $303 euros in
Germany or $462 euros in Italy.
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should observe no claim about the innovation on the label. For instance, Coca-Cola has committed

to double the use of recycled plastic for PET bottles becoming its only input for all packaging by

2025.19 However, no claim about the use of recycled materials can be found in its current label in

the U.S. market.

Change in perceptions. We found that a change in perceptions about innovation �a consumer

who had a negative perception about GMOs becomes in favor of it�does not a¤ect the emergence

of uninformative (pooling) equilibria. A �rm has incentives to make false claims when the green-

washing penalty is low, regardless of consumers�perceptions. Therefore, consumers becoming more

aware about GMOs being safe does not prevent GMO and non-GMO producers from pooling by

making the same certi�ed or uncerti�ed claims. As a consequence, expensive educational programs

trying to a¤ect consumers�perceptions about the bene�ts of GMO products (or other innovations)

do not a¤ect information transmission in equilibrium. Instead, only a severe penalty from cheating

or a costly certi�cation can facilitate the revelation of information to consumers.

Penalties from certifying agency. Our model considers that the consumer discovers whether

the �rm practiced greenwashing, penalizing the �rm by writing negative reviews of the product or

hurting its reputation. However, the third-party certifying agency could bring the �rm to court

for lying during the certi�cation process. To understand how our results change, consider that the

penalty from greenwashing is K when a �rm certi�es its product but only K 0 when making an

uncerti�ed claim, where K > K 0 since the certifying agency can prosecute the �rm. In this setting,

it is straightforward to show that the separating PBE in Proposition 3.1 would expand, while that

in 3.2 shrinks. In contrast, the pooling PBE in Proposition 4.1 shrinks, expanding that in 4.2 and

4.3.20 Therefore, �rms should have less incentives to use certi�ed labels to greenwash if certifying

agencies, such as the USDA, also �ght greenwashing.

Further Research. Our model could consider a dynamic setting in which �rms, after choosing

a labeling strategy, have the opportunity to invest in a di¤erent technology, which alters their own

type in a subsequent stage of the game. Furthermore, Liaukonyte et al. (2015) �nd that the message

�Free of GMOs� on labels may increase the negative perception on GMO goods. An interesting

extension of our model could analyze the non-innovator�s incentives to certify its product when

such certi�cation lowers the valuation that consumers assign to the innovation, VI . In addition, our

model does not allow the consumer to update her beliefs based on the �rm being caught cheating.

We could consider a two-period setting in which the consumer observes both the �rm�s claim and

19For more details see: https://www.beveragedaily.com/Article/2017/11/07/Coca-Cola-to-double-use-of-recycled-
plastic-in-PET-bottles-to-50
20 In this setting, it is straightforward to show that the conditions supporting the separating equilibrium in

Proposition 3.1(a) change from p � CCertNI + K and eF � max
�
p�K � CUnCert; CCertI � CUnCert

	
to eF �

max
�
p�K0 � CUnCert; CCertI � CUnCert

	
, thus expanding the parameter values that support this equilibrium. The

separating equilibrium in Proposition 3.1(b) is una¤ected, thus holding under the same conditions. The separating
equilibrium in Proposition 3.2 is supported if CUncert +K � p � CUncert +K + eF and eF � CCertI � CUncert, thus
shrinking the region of parameters where this equilibrium can be sustained. The pooling equilibrium in Proposition
4.1(a) now holds if p � CCertNI +K and eF � �CCertI � CUncert

�
+ (K �K0), thus shrinking the region of parameters

where this equilibrium can be supported. The pooling equilibrium in Proposition 4.1(b) is una¤ected. The pooling
equilibrium in Proposition 4.2 holds now if p � CUnCert +K0 + eF , thus expanding this equilibrium.
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whether it was caught cheating in the previous period. While the �rm being caught cheating fully

reveals its type, the fact that it was not caught does not help the consumer perfectly distinguish

its type when monitoring is not perfect.

6 Appendix

6.1 Appendix 1 - Proofs

6.1.1 Proof of Lemma 2

We �rst consider consumers with positive perceptions. When the �rm changes its label from

no claim to uncerti�ed claim, the innovator�s pro�t change is
�
p� CI � CUncert

�
� (p� CI) =

�CUncert, while the non-innovator�s pro�t change is
�
p� CNI � CUncert �K

�
� (p� CNI) =

�CUncert �K, which is lower in value since K � 0.
When the �rm changes its label from uncerti�ed to certi�ed claim, the innovator�s pro�t change

is
�
p� CI � CCertI

�
�
�
p� CI � CUncert

�
= CUncert�CCertI , while the non-innovator�s pro�t change

is
�
p� CNI � CCertNI �K

�
�
�
p� CNI � CUncert �K

�
= CUncert�CCertNI , implying that the former

is larger than the latter if CCertNI > CCertI , which holds by de�nition.

Finally, when the �rm changes its label from no claim to certi�ed claim, the innovator�s

pro�t change is
�
p� CI � CCertI

�
� (p� CI) = �CCertI , while the non-innovator�s pro�t change

is
�
p� CNI � CCertNI �K

�
� (p� CNI) = �CCertNI �K, implying that the former is larger than the

latter if CCertNI +K > CCertI . This condition is satis�ed since CCertNI > CCertI holds by de�nition.

Let us consider now consumers with negative perceptions. When the �rm changes its label from

no claim to uncerti�ed claim, the innovator�s pro�t change is
�
p� CI � CUncert �K

�
� (p� CI) =

�CUncert � K, while the non-innovator�s pro�t change is
�
p� CNI � CUncert

�
� (p� CNI) =

�CUncert, where the latter is strictly larger than the former.
When the �rm changes its label from uncerti�ed to certi�ed claim, the innovator�s pro�t change

is
�
p� CI � CCertI �K

�
�
�
p� CI � CUncert �K

�
= CUncert � CCertI , while the non-innovator�s

pro�t change is
�
p� CNI � CCertNI

�
�
�
p� CNI � CUncert

�
= CUncert � CCertNI , implying that the

latter is larger than the former if CCertI > CCertNI , which holds by de�nition.

Finally, when the �rm changes its label from no claim to certi�ed claim, the innovator�s pro�t

change is
�
p� CI � CCertI �K

�
� (p� CI) = �CCertI �K, while the non-innovator�s pro�t change

is
�
p� CNI � CCertNI

�
� (p� CNI) = �CCertNI , implying that the latter is larger than the former if

CCertI +K > CCertNI . This condition is satis�ed since C
Cert
I > CCertNI holds by de�nition.

6.1.2 Proof of Proposition 1

I-type chooses a certi�ed claim and NI-type no claim. Upon observing a certi�ed claim, the con-

sumer updates her beliefs by Bayes�rule, inferring that the �rm must be of I-type, i.e. �Cert = 1.

No claim conveys the opposite information, i.e. �NoClaim = 0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are

�UnCert 2 [0; 1]. After observing a certi�ed claim, the consumer buys since �sVI+(1��s)VNI�p �
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0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �Cert = 1; after observing no claim, she does not buy since

�sVI+(1��s)VNI�p � 0, which yields VNI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 0; and she buys after ob-
serving the o¤-the-equilibrium uncerti�ed claim if and only if �UnCertVI+(1��UnCert)VNI�p � 0,
which implies �UnCert � p�VNI

VI�VNI � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi-
�ed claim if and only if p�CI �CCertI � �CI , implying p � CCertI , which is satis�ed by de�nition,

and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �UnCert � ��, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if an only

if p�CI �CCertI � p�CI �CUnCert, which yields CUnCert � CCertI , and does not hold since

CCertI > CUnCert by de�nition. Hence, the �rm deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim.

� If �UnCert < ��, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if an only if

p�CI�CCertI � �CI�CUnCert, implying p � CCertI �CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition
since p � CCertI .

Similarly, the NI-type does not claim if and only if �CNI � p � CNI � CCertNI � K, which is
satis�ed if p � CCertNI + K. If �UnCert < ��, the NI-type does not claim rather than choosing an

uncerti�ed claim if an only if �CNI � �CNI � CUnCert, implying CUnCert � 0, which holds by

de�nition, and the �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this separating equilibrium can be supported

as a PBE if and only if p � CCertNI +K, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �UnCert < ��.

We next analyze if this PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion. The I-type �rm has incen-

tives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim since p � CI � CUnCert � p � CI � CCertI , yielding

CCertI � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition. The NI-type also has incentives to deviate towards

an uncerti�ed claim since p � CNI � CUnCert �K � �CNI , implying p � CUnCert +K, which is
compatible with equilibrium conditions if CCertNI +K � p � CUnCert +K. Since both types have
incentives to deviate this separating PBE survives the IC.

I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim and NI-type no claim. Upon observing an uncerti�ed claim,

the consumer updates her beliefs to �UnCert = 1, and if she observes no claim to �NoClaim = 0.

O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert 2 [0; 1]. After observing an uncerti�ed claim, the consumer
buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �UnCert = 1; after

observing no claim, she does not buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0,which implies VNI � p,

where �s = �NoClaim = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium certi�ed claim if

and only if �Cert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed

claim if and only if p�CI �CUnCert � �CI , implying p � CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition,
and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �Cert � ��, the I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

an only if p � CI � CUnCert � p � CI � CCertI , implying CUnCert � CCertI , which holds by

de�nition, and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �Cert < ��, the I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than a certi�ed claim if
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an only if p � CI � CUnCert � �CI � CCertI , which yields p � CUnCert � CCertI , where

CUnCert � CCertI < 0, which is satis�ed by de�nition, and the �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type does not claim if and only if �CNI � p� CNI � CUnCert �K, which is
satis�ed if p � CUnCert +K.

� If �Cert � ��, the NI-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if an only if

�CNI � p� CNI � CCertNI �K, which is satis�ed if p � CCertNI +K.

� If �Cert < ��, the NI-type �rm does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if an only

if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � 0, which holds by de�nition.

In addition, note that CCertNI + K > CUnCert + K, hence, we require that p � CUnCert + K.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CUnCert +K
for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1].

We next analyze if this PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion. The I-type �rm does not deviate

towards a certi�ed claim since p � CI � CUnCert � p � CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � CUnCert,

which holds by de�nition. The NI-type �rm does not deviate towards a certi�ed claim since

p � CNI � CCertNI � K � �CNI , implying p � CCertNI + K, which does not satisfy the equilibrium

condition p � CUnCert + K, since CCertNI > CUnCert. Therefore, since both types do not have

incentives to deviate this separating PBE survives the IC.

I-type chooses a certi�ed claim and NI-type an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing a certi�ed

claim, the consumer updates her beliefs to �Cert = 1, and if she observes an uncerti�ed claim to

�UnCert = 0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �NoClaim 2 [0; 1]. After observing a certi�ed claim, the
consumer buys since �sVI + (1� �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �Cert = 1; after
observing an uncerti�ed claim, she does not buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies
VNI � p, where �s = �UnCert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium no claim

if and only if �NoClaimVI + (1 � �NoClaim)VNI � p � 0, which implies �NoClaim � p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if p� CI �
CCertI � �CI � CUnCert, implying p � CCertI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed since p � CCertI by

de�nition.

� If �NoClaim � ��, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p�CI �CCertI � p�CI , which yields CCertI � 0, and never holds. Hence, the I-type �rm has

incentives to deviate towards no claim.

� If �NoClaim < ��, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p�CI �CCertI � �CI , which implies p � CCertI , which is satis�ed by de�nition, and the �rm

does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CNI � CUnCert �
p� CNI � CCertNI �K, which is satis�ed if p � (CCertNI � CUnCert) +K.
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� If �NoClaim < ��, the NI-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and

only if �CNI�CUnCert � �CNI , implying CUnCert � 0, which does not hold, and the NI-type
�rm has incentives to deviate towards no claim.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE for any o¤-the-equilibrium

beliefs �NoClaim 2 [0; 1].
I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and NI-type a certi�ed claim. Upon observing an

uncerti�ed claim, the consumer updates her beliefs to �UnCert = 1, and if she observes a certi�ed

claim to �Cert = 0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �NoClaim 2 [0; 1]. After observing an uncerti�ed
claim, the consumer buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s =

�UnCert = 1; after observing a certi�ed claim, she does not buy since �sVI + (1� �s)VNI � p � 0,
which implies VNI � p, where �s = �Cert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium
no claim if and only if �NoClaim � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an

uncerti�ed claim if and only if p�CI�CUnCert � �CI�CCertI , which implies p � CUnCert�CCertI ,

where CUnCert � CCertI < 0, and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �NoClaim � ��, the I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only

if p�CI �CUnCert � p�CI , yielding CUnCert � 0, which does not hold by de�nition. Hence,
the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards no claim.

� If �NoClaim < ��, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p�CI �CUnCert � �CI , implying p � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition, and the �rm does

not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � CCertNI � p� CNI �
CUnCert �K, which yields p � (CUnCert � CCertNI ) +K.

� If �NoClaim < ��, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CNI � CCertNI � �CNI , implying CCertNI � 0, which does not hold. Hence, the NI-type has

incentives to deviate. Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE

for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �NoClaim 2 [0; 1].

I-type �rm chooses no claim and NI-type a certi�ed claim. Upon observing no claim, the

consumer updates her beliefs to �NoClaim = 1, and if she observes a certi�ed claim to �Cert = 0.

O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �UnCert 2 [0; 1]. After observing no claim, the consumer buys since
�sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 1; after observing

a certi�ed claim, she does not buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies VNI � p,

where �s = �Cert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium uncerti�ed claim if and

only if �UnCert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type does not claim if and only if

p� CI � �CI � CCertI , implying p � �CCertI , and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �UnCert � ��, the I-type �rm chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only

if p� CI � p� CI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � 0, and the �rm does not deviate.
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� If �UnCert < ��, the I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p� CI � �CI � CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � CCertNI � p � CNI ,
yielding p � �CCertNI , which never holds by de�nition. Hence, the NI-type �rm has incentives to

deviate towards no claim. Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE

for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �UnCert 2 [0; 1].
I-type �rm chooses no claim and NI-type an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing no claim, the

consumer updates her beliefs to �NoClaim = 1, and if she observes an uncerti�ed claim to �UnCert =

0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert 2 [0; 1]. After observing no claim, the consumer buys since
�sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 1; after observing an

uncerti�ed claim, she does not buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies VNI � p,

where �s = �UnCert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium certi�ed claim if

and only if �Cert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type does not claim if and only if

p� CI � �CI � CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �Cert � ��, the I-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if and only if

p� CI � p� CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �Cert < ��, the I-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if and only if

p� CI � �CI � CCertI , implying p � �CCertI , and the �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CNI�CUnCert � p�CNI ,
yielding p � �CUnCert, which cannot be satis�ed. Hence, the NI-type has incentives to deviate
towards no claim. Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE for any

o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1].

6.1.3 Proof of Proposition 2

Both types choose a certi�ed claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer can-

not further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �Cert = q in equilibrium, and

�s = f�UnCert; �NoClaimg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing a certi�ed claim, the con-
sumer buys if and only if qVI + (1 � q)VNI � p � 0, which yields q � p�VNI

VI�VNI � ��; after ob-

serving an uncerti�ed claim, she buys if and only if �UnCertVI + (1 � �UnCert)VNI � p � 0,

which implies �UnCert � p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��; and after observing no claim, she buys if and only if

�NoClaimVI+(1� �NoClaim)V NI�p � 0, which yields �NoClaim �
p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��.

We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the

message she observes.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if p�CI �CCertI � p�CI �CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � CCertI , which does not hold by
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de�nition; and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Therefore,

this pooling equilibrium in case 1 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim � ��, and �UnCert < ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed claim or no claim, and she does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed

claim if and only if p�CI �CCertI � �CI �CUnCert, implying p � CCertI �CUnCert, and the I-type
does not deviate.

The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if p�CI �CCertI � p�CI ,
yielding CCertI � 0, which is not satis�ed; and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards no

claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 2 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q < ��, and �UnCert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if �CI�CCertI � p�CI�CUnCert, implying p � CUnCert�CCertI , which is not satis�ed

since CUnCert � CCertI < 0; and the I-type has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim.

Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 3 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert < ��, and �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed

claim if and only if �CI �CCertI � �CI �CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � CCertI , which does not hold

by de�nition; and the I-type has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Hence, this

pooling equilibrium in case 4 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 5: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert � ��, and �NoClaim < ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if p�CI �CCertI � p�CI �CUnCert, implying CUnCert � CCertI , which is not satis�ed

by de�nition; and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Therefore,

this pooling equilibrium in case 5 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �UnCert; �NoClaim < ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed

claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � �CI � CUnCert, implying that p � CCertI � CUnCert. Since
p � CCertI by de�nition, this condition holds and the I-type does not deviate.

The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if p� CI � CCertI � �CI ,
yielding p � CCertI , which holds by de�nition; and the I-type �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p� CNI � CCertNI �K � �CNI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed if p � (CCertNI � CUnCert) +K.
The NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if p�CNI �CCertNI �K �

�CNI , which holds if p � CCertNI +K. Hence, since CCertNI +K > (CCertNI �CUnCert) +K, this pooling
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equilibrium in case 6 can be sustained as a PBE if and only if p � CCertNI +K.

Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim < ��, and �UnCert � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed claim or no claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if �CI�CCertI � p�CI�CUnCert, which implies p � CUnCert�CCertI , where CUnCert�
CCertI < 0; and the I-type has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Therefore, this

pooling equilibrium in case 7 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert; �NoClaim < ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of

the message she observes.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if �CI � CCertI � �CI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � CCertI , which does not hold by

de�nition; and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Hence, this

pooling equilibrium in case 8 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Both types choose an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer

cannot further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �UnCert = q in equilibrium,

and �s = f�Cert; �NoClaimg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing an uncerti�ed claim, the
consumer buys if and only if q � ��; after observing a certi�ed claim, she buys if and only if

�Cert � ��; and after observing no claim, she buys if and only if �NoClaim � ��.
We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the message
she observes.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if p�CI�CUnCert � p�CI�CCertI , yielding CCertI � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition;
and the I-type does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if

and only if p � CI � CUnCert � p � CI , implying CUnCert � 0, and the I-type �rm has incentives

to deviate towards no claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 1 cannot be supported as

a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim � ��, and �Cert < ��, that is, she buys after observing
an uncerti�ed claim or no claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if p� CI � CUnCert � �CI � CCertI , yielding p � CUnCert � CCertI , and the I-type �rm

does not deviate. The I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p�CI�CUnCert � p�CI , implying CUnCert � 0, and I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards
no claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 2 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q < ��, and �Cert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy after
observing an uncerti�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed

claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � p � CI � CCertI , implying that p � CCertI � CUnCert, which
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is not satis�ed since p � CCertI by de�nition; and the I-type has incentives to deviate towards a

certi�ed claim.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert < ��, and �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy after
observing an uncerti�ed claim or a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if �CI �CUnCert � �CI �CCertI , implying CCertI � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition;
and the I-type does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if

and only if �CI � CUnCert � p� CI , yielding p � �CUnCert, which is not satis�ed by de�nition;
and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards no claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in

case 4 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 5: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert � ��, and �NoClaim < ��, that is, she buys after observing
an uncerti�ed or a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if p� CI � CUnCert � p� CI � CCertI , implying CCertI � CUnCert, and the I-type �rm
does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p � CI � CUnCert � �CI , yielding p � CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition; and the I-type

�rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if p � CNI � CUnCert � K � p � CNI � CCertNI � K, implying CCertNI � CUnCert,

which holds by de�nition; and NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed

claim rather than no claim if and only if p � CNI � CUnCert � K � �CNI , which is satis�ed if
p � CUnCert +K. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE if and

only if p � CUnCert +K.
Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �Cert; �NoClaim < ��, that is, she buys after observing

an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if p�CI�CUnCert � �CI�CCertI , yielding p � CUnCert�CCertI , where CUnCert�CCertI <

0; and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no

claim if and only if p � CI � CUnCert � �CI , implying p � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition;

and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than

a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � CUnCert � K � �CNI � CCertNI , which is satis�ed if

p � (CUnCert � CCertNI ) + K. The NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if

and only if p � CNI � CUnCert � K � �CNI , which holds if p � CUnCert + K. Hence, since

CUnCert + K > (CUnCert � CCertI ) + K, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be sustained as a

PBE if and only if p � CUnCert +K.
Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim < ��, and �Cert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing an uncerti�ed claim or no claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if �CI�CUnCert � p�CI�CCertI , implying p � CCertI �CUnCert, which is not satis�ed
because p � CCertI by de�nition; and the I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards a certi�ed
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claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 7 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �NoClaim < ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of the

message she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � �CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � CUnCert,

which holds by de�nition; and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed

claim rather than no claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � �CI , implying CUnCert � 0, and the
I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards no claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 8

cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Both types do not claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer cannot

further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �NoClaim = q in equilibrium, and

�s = f�Cert; �UnCertg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing no claim, she buys if and only if
q � ��; after observing a certi�ed claim, she buys if and only if �Cert � ��; and after observing an

uncerti�ed claim, she buys if and only if �UnCert � ��.
We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �UnCert � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the message
she observes.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if p � CI � p � CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, which is satis�ed by de�nition; and the
I-type does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p�CI � p�CI�CUnCert, implying CUnCert � 0, and the I-type does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-
type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CNI � p�CNI �CCertNI �K,
yielding CCertNI + K � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert � K, implying
CUnCert + K � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in

case 1 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert � ��, and �Cert < ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim or an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if p�CI � �CI �CCertI , implying p � �CCertI , and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The

I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p� CI � p� CI � CUnCert,
yielding CUnCert � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim
rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , implying p � �CCertNI , and

the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if p� CNI � p� CNI � CUnCert �K, yielding CUnCert +K � 0, and the NI-type �rm
does not deviate. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 2 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q < ��, and �Cert; �UnCert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing no claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if �CI � p � CI � CCertI , implying p � CCertI , which is not satis�ed; and the I-type
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�rm deviates towards a certi�ed claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 3 cannot be

supported as a PBE.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert < ��, and �UnCert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing no claim or a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating the consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim

if and only if �CI � �CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The

I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � p � CI � CUnCert,
implying p � CUnCert, and the I-type �rm deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim. Hence, this

pooling equilibrium in case 4 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 5 : Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert � ��, and �UnCert < ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim or a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if p�CI � p�CI �CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The

I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI � �CI � CUnCert,
implying p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses

no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � p � CNI � CCertNI � K, yielding
CCertNI +K � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than

an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � �CNI � CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the
NI-type �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be sustained as a

PBE.

Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �Cert; �UnCert < ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim, and does not buy otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if p�CI � �CI �CCertI , yielding p � �CCertI , and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The

I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI � �CI � CUnCert,
implying p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type �rm chooses

no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CNI � �CNI �CCertNI , yielding p � �CCertNI ,

and the NI-type does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if p� CNI � �CNI � CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the NI-type �rm does not

deviate. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert < ��, and �Cert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing no claim or an uncerti�ed claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if

and only if �CI � p� CI � CCertI , yielding p � CCertI , which does not hold by de�nition; and the

I-type �rm has incentives to deviate towards a certi�ed claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium

in case 7 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �UnCert < ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of the

message she observes.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if
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and only if �CI � �CI � CCertI , implying CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The

I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � �CI � CUnCert,
yielding CUnCert � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim
rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , implying C

Cert
NI � 0, and the

NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if

and only if �CNI � �CNI�CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate.
Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 8 can be supported as a PBE.

Intuitive Criterion (IC)

Case 1 . In this pooling PBE, both �rms choose to certify, so the most pro�table deviation
among all o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards no claim. We next analyze which type of �rm,

if any, has incentives to deviate towards no claim. First, the innovator obtains, at most, a pro�t

of p � CI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p � CI � CCertI , since CCertI � 0;
implying that this type of �rm has incentives to deviate. Second, the non-innovator obtains, at most,

a pro�t of p�CNI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CNI�CCertNI �K, since
CCertNI +K � 0; which implies that this type of �rm has incentives to deviate as well. In summary,

both types of �rm have incentives to deviate towards no claim, entailing that consumers cannot

update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �NoClaim. Therefore, the pooling PBE in Proposition 2

(Case 1) survives the Cho and Kreps�Intuitive Criterion.

Case 2 . In this pooling PBE, both �rms choose an uncerti�ed claim. Like in Case 1, the most
pro�table deviation among all o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards no claim. We next study

which type of �rm, if any, has incentives to deviate towards no claim. First, the innovator obtains,

at most, a pro�t of p�CI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CI �CUnCert,
since CUnCert � 0; implying that this type of �rm has incentives to deviate. Second, the non-

innovator obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CNI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤

of p � CNI � CUnCert � K, since CUnCert + K � 0; which implies that this type of �rm has

incentives to deviate too. Summarizing, both types of �rm have incentives to deviate towards no

claim, entailing that consumers cannot update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �NoClaim. Therefore,

the pooling PBE in Proposition 2 (Case 2) survives the Intuitive Criterion.

Case 3i . In this pooling PBE, both �rms make no claim about its product, which is responded

with a purchase by consumers. The most pro�table deviation among all o¤-the-equilibrium mes-

sages is, then, an uncerti�ed claim. We next analyze which type of �rm, if any, has incentives to

deviate. First, the innovator obtains, at most, a pro�t of p � CI � CUnCert from an uncerti�ed

claim, which cannot exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of p� CI , since CUnCert � 0; implying that this
type of �rm has no incentives to deviate. Second, the non-innovator obtains, at most, a pro�t of

p � CNI � CUnCert �K from an uncerti�ed claim, which cannot exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of

p� CNI , since CUnCert +K � 0; which implies that this type of �rm has no incentives to deviate

either. In summary, no type of �rm has incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim, entail-

ing that consumers cannot update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �UnCert. Therefore, the pooling

PBE in Proposition 2 (Case 3i) survives the Intuitive Criterion.
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Case3ii . In this pooling PBE, both �rms make no claim about the product, which is now

responded with no purchase by consumers. Like in Case 3i, the most pro�table deviation among all

o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards an uncerti�ed claim. We next examine which type of �rm, if

any, has incentives to deviate. First, the innovator obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CI�CUnCert from
an uncerti�ed claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of �CI , since p � CUnCert by de�nition;
implying that this type of �rm has incentives to deviate. Second, the non-innovator obtains, at

most, a pro�t of p� CNI � CUnCert �K from an uncerti�ed claim, which exceeds its equilibrium

payo¤ of �CNI , if p � CUnCert + K. Summarizing, when p � CUnCert + K holds, both types

of �rm have incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim, entailing that consumers cannot

update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �UnCert, and the pooling PBE in Proposition 2 (Case 3ii)

survives the Cho and Kreps�Intuitive Criterion. However, when p < CUnCert +K holds, only the

innovator has incentives to deviate, leading consumers to update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs

to �UnCert = 1, thus responding purchasing the good, and the pooling PBE in Proposition 2 (Case

3ii) violates the Intuitive Criterion.

6.1.4 Proof of Proposition 3

I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and NI-type no claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in

Proposition 1. The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if p� CI � CCertI � �CI , implying
p � CCertI , which holds by de�nition, and the �rm does not deviate. If �UnCert � ��, the I-type

chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if an only if p�CI�CCertI � p�CI�CUnCert� eF ,
which is satis�ed if and only if eF � CCertI � CUnCert. If �UnCert < ��, the I-type chooses a

certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � �CI � CUnCert � eF ,
implying p � CCertI �CUnCert� eF , which holds by de�nition, and the I-type �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type does not claim if and only if �CNI � p�CNI�CCertNI �K, which is satis�ed if
p � CCertNI +K. If �UnCert � ��, the NI-type does not claim rather than choosing an uncerti�ed claim
if an only if �CNI � p�CNI�CUnCert� eF�K, which is satis�ed if and only if eF � p�K�CUnCert.
If �UnCert < ��, the NI-type does not claim rather than choosing an uncerti�ed claim if an only

if �CNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying CUnCert + eF � 0, which holds by de�nition, and the

NI-type �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE

if and only if p � CCertNI +K, and eF � maxfp�K �CUnCert; CCertI �CUnCertg when �UnCert � ��.

Since both types of �rm don�t have incentives to deviate this separating PBE survives the Intuitive

Criterion.

I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and NI-type no claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same

than in Proposition 1. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI � CUnCert � eF � �CI ,
which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert + eF . If �Cert � ��, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a

certi�ed claim if p� CI � CUnCert � eF � p� CI � CCertI , which holds if eF � CCertI � CUnCert. If
�Cert < ��, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CI �CUnCert� eF �
�CI �CCertI , which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert�CCertI + eF . Similarly, the NI-type does not claim if

�CNI � p�CNI�CUnCert� eF �K, which holds if p � CUnCert+ eF +K. If �Cert � ��, the NI-type
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does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if �CNI � p � CNI � CCertNI � K, which is
satis�ed if p � CCertNI +K. If �Cert < ��, the NI-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed

claim if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � 0, which holds by de�nition, and the NI-type

�rm does not claim. Comparing the above conditions on price, it is easy to show that condition

p � CCertNI +K is satis�ed since p � CUnCert+ eF , p � CUnCert+ eF +K, and eF � CCertI �CUnCert

must hold. A similar argument applies to p � CUnCert � CCertI + eF . Therefore, this separating
strategy pro�le can be supported as a PBE if and only if CUnCert+ eF � p � CUnCert+K + eF andeF � CCertI �CUnCert for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1]. And since both types of �rm
do not have incentives to deviate this separating PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion.

Following the proof for Proposition 1 it is easy to check that the other four possible options

for separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE. The only di¤erence in the proof is the

penalty eF when an uncerti�ed claim is in place.

6.1.5 Proof of Proposition 4

Both types choose a certi�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition 2. We

analyze the same eight cases and we check that two of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 5: The I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI � CCertI �
p � CI � CUnCert� eF , which is satis�ed if eF � CCertI � CUnCert. The I-type chooses a certi�ed
claim rather than no claim if p�CI �CCertI � �CI , implying p � CCertI , which holds by de�nition.

Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CNI �CCertNI �K �
p � CNI � CUnCert � eF � K, which is satis�ed if eF � CCertNI � CUnCert. The NI-type chooses a
certi�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CNI �CCertNI �K � �CNI , which holds if p � CCertNI +K.

Hence, since CCertNI �CUnCert > CCertI �CUnCert, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be sustained
as a PBE if and only if p � CCertNI +K and eF � CCertNI � CUnCert.

Case 6: The I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI � CCertI �
�CI � CUnCert � eF , yielding p � (CCertI � CUnCert) � eF , which holds by de�nition. The I-type
chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CI�CCertI � �CI , implying p � CCertI ,which is

satis�ed by de�nition. Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if

p�CNI�CCertNI �K � �CNI�CUnCert� eF , which is satis�ed if p � (CCertNI �CUnCert)+K� eF . The
NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CNI�CCertNI �K � �CNI , which holds
if p � CCertNI +K. Hence, since CCertNI +K > (CCertNI �CUnCert) +K � eF , this pooling equilibrium in

case 6 can be sustained as a PBE if and only if p � CCertNI +K.

Both types choose an uncerti�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition 2.

We analyze the same eight cases and we check that two of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 5: The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CI�CUnCert� eF �
p�CI �CCertI , which is satis�ed if eF � CCertI �CUnCert. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim
rather than no claim if p�CI�CUnCert� eF � �CI , which holds if p � CUnCert+ eF . Similarly, the
NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CNI�CUnCert� eF�K � p�CNI�
CCertNI �K, which is satis�ed if eF � CCertNI �CUnCert. The NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather
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than no claim if p�CNI�CUnCert� eF�K � �CNI , which holds if p � CUnCert+ eF+K. Therefore,
this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CUnCert +K + eF .

Case 6: The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CI�CUnCert� eF �
�CI�CCertI , which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert�CCertI )+ eF . The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim
rather than no claim if p � CI � CUnCert � eF � �CI , which holds if p � CUnCert + eF . Similarly,
the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CNI � CUnCert � eF �K �
�CNI � CCertNI , which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertNI ) +

eF + K. The NI-type chooses an
uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if p � CNI � CUnCert � eF � K � �CNI , which holds if
p � CUnCert + eF +K. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be sustained as a PBE if and

only if p � CUnCert + eF +K.
Both types do not claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition 2. We analyze

the same eight cases and we check that six of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 1: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p� CI � p� CI � CCertI ,

yielding CCertI � 0, which is satis�ed by de�nition. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an

uncerti�ed claim if p � CI � p � CI � CUnCert � eF , implying CUnCert + eF � 0. Similarly, the

NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CNI � p�CNI �CCertNI �K, yielding
CCertNI + K � 0. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI �
p� CNI � CUnCert � eF �K, implying CUnCert + eF +K � 0. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium
in case 1 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � �CI � CCertI ,

implying p � �CCertI . The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI �
p � CI � CUnCert � eF , yielding CUnCert + eF � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if p � CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , implying p � �CCertNI . The NI-type chooses

no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert � eF � K, yielding
CUnCert + eF +K � 0. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 2 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 4: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if �CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding CCertI � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CI � p�CI�
CUnCert� eF , which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert+ eF . Similarly, the NI-type does not claim rather than
choosing a certi�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI�CCertNI , which holds since C

Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type does

not claim rather than choosing an uncerti�ed claim if �CNI � p�CNI �CUnCert � eF �K, which
is satis�ed if p � CUnCert + eF +K. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 4 can be supported as

a PBE if and if p � CUnCert + eF .
Case 5 : The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CI �

p � CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if p � CI � �CI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � �CUnCert � eF . Similarly, the NI-type chooses no
claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CNI � p � CNI � CCertNI � K, yielding CCertNI + K � 0.

The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CNI � �CNI �CUnCert � eF ,
implying p � �CUnCert � eF . Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be sustained as a

PBE.
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Case 6: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding p � �CCertI . The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI �
�CI�CUnCert� eF , implying p � �CUnCert� eF . Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than
a certi�ed claim if p� CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , yielding p � �CCertNI . The NI-type chooses no claim

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p� CNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � �CUnCert � eF .
Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 8: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if �CI � �CI � CCertI ,

implying CCertI � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CI �
�CI �CUnCert� eF , yielding CUnCert+ eF � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than

a certi�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , implying C
Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type chooses no claim

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI�CUnCert� eF , yielding CUnCert+ eF � 0. Hence,
this pooling equilibrium in case 8 can be supported as a PBE.

Following the same rationale than in the proof for Proposition 2, it is easy to check which

pooling PBEs survive the Intuitive Criterion.

6.1.6 Proof of Proposition 5

Comparing the social welfare under the separating equilibrium in Proposition 3.1 (which we denote

SE1, for compactness) and that in Proposition 3.2 (denoted as SE2), we obtain that the change in

expected social welfare is

q[SW I
SE1 � SW I

SE2] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE1 � SWNI

SE2]

which simpli�es to

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]]
+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [0� CNI)]]

= q[�CCertI + CUnCert] � 0

Since CCertI > CUnCert, then SE2 generates more expected welfare than SE1. We now compare

SE1 against the pooling PBE in Proposition 4.1 (PE1), as follows

q[SW I
SE1 � SW I

PE1] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE1 � SWNI

PE1]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]]

+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CCertNI �K)]]

VNI � CCertNI +K

Therefore, SE1 generates more expected welfare than PE1 if VNI � CCertNI + K. Similarly,
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comparing SE1 against the pooling PBE of Proposition 4.2 (PE2), we �nd

q[SW I
SE1 � SW I

PE2] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE1 � SWNI

PE2]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]]
+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CUnCert �K � eF ) + eF ]]

q

1� q � VNI � (CUnCert +K)
CUnCert � CCertI

� �

Hence, if there is welfare gain from having positive sale from the non-innovator (VNI�(CUnCert+
K) � 0), then PE2 generates more expected welfare than SE1. If, instead, there is welfare loss, and
q
1�q � �, then PE2 generates more expected welfare than SE1, since the cost of making a claim is

cheaper in PE2; otherwise, PE2 generates less expected welfare than SE1. We now compare SE1

against the pooling PBE of Proposition 4.3i (PE3i) to obtain

q[SW I
SE1 � SWPE3i] + (1� q)[SWNI

SE1 � SWNI
PE3i]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI)]]

+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]]
q

1� q � VNI

�CCertI

� �

Therefore, if VNI � 0, then PE3i generates more expected welfare than SE1. Otherwise, if
q
1�q � �, PE3i generates more expected welfare than SE1; and if q

1�q < �, PE3i generates less

expected welfare than SE1. Finally, we compare SE1 against the pooling PBE of Proposition 4.3ii

(PE3ii) to �nd

q[SW I
SE1 � SW I

PE3ii] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE1 � SWNI

PE3ii]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI )]� [0� CI ]] + (1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [0� CNI ]]

VI � CCertI

Since VI � CCertI holds by assumption, then SE1 generates more expected welfare than PE3ii.

We now compare SE2 against PE1, which yields

q[SW I
SE2 � SW I

PE1] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE2 � SWNI

PE1]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI ]]

+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CCertNI �K)]]
q

1� q � VNI � (CCertNI +K)

CCertI � CUnCert
� 

Hence, if there is welfare loss from having sale of the non-innovator via certi�cation, then SE2
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generates more expected welfare than PE1. Instead, if there is welfare gain, and q
1�q � , then SE2

generates more expected welfare than PE1; otherwise, SE2 generates less expected welfare than

PE1. Comparing SE2 against PE2, we �nd

q[SW I
SE2 � SW I

PE2] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE2 � SWNI

PE2]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]]
+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CUnCert �K � eF ) + eF )]]

VNI � CUnCert +K

Therefore SE2 generates more expected welfare than PE2 if VNI � CUnCert + K. We now

compare SE2 against PE3i, to obtain

q[SW I
SE2 � SW I

PE3i] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE2 � SWNI

PE3i]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI)]]
+ (1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]]

q

1� q �
VNI

�CUnCert � �

Therefore, if VNI � 0, then PE3i generates more expected welfare than SE2. Otherwise, if
q
1�q � �, PE3i generates more expected welfare than SE2; and if

q
1�q < �, then PE3i generates less

expected welfare than SE2. Comparing now SE2 against PE3ii, yields

q[SW I
SE2 � SW I

PE3ii] + (1� q)[SWNI
SE2 � SWNI

PE3ii]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [0� CI)]]
+(1� q)[[0� CNI ]� [0� CNI ]]

VI � CUnCert

Since VI > CCertI and CCertI � CUnCert, therefore SE2 generates more expected welfare than

PE3ii. We now compare PE1 against PE2, to obtain

SWPE1 � SWPE2 = q[SW I
PE1 � SW I

PE2] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE1 � SWNI

PE2]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]]
+(1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CCertNI �K)]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CUnCert �K � eF ) + eF ]]

= q[�CCertI + CUnCert] + (1� q)[�CCertNI + CUnCert] � 0

Since CCertNI � CCertI > CUnCert, then PE2 generates more expected welfare than PE1. Com-
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paring PE1 and PE3i, yields

q[SW I
PE1 � SW I

PE3i] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE1 � SWNI

PE3i]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI)]]

+(1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CCertNI �K)]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]]

= q[�CCertI ] + (1� q)[�CCertNI �K] � 0

Hence PE3i generates more expected welfare than PE1. Comparing now PE1 and PE3ii, we

�nd

q[SW I
PE1 � SW I

PE3ii] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE1 � SWNI

PE3ii]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CCertI ]� [0� CI ]]

+(1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CCertNI �K)]� [0� CNI ]]
q

1� q � �[VNI � (CCertNI +K)]

VI � CCertI

� "

Therefore, if there is welfare gain from the non-innovator, then PE1 generates more expected

welfare than PE3ii. If instead, there is welfare loss, and q
1�q � ", then PE1 generates more expected

welfare than PE3ii; otherwise, PE1 generates less expected welfare than PE3ii. We now compare

PE2 against PE3i, to obtain

q[SW I
PE2 � SW I

PE3i] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE2 � SWNI

PE3i]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI)]]
+(1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CUnCert �K � eF ) + eF )]� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]]

= q[�CUnCert] + (1� q)[�CUnCert �K] � 0

Hence PE3i generates more expected welfare than PE2. Comparing PE2 against PE3ii, yields

q[SW I
PE2 � SW I

PE3ii] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE2 � SWNI

PE3ii]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]� [0� CI ]]
+(1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI � CUnCert �K � eF ) + eF )]� [0� CNI ]]

q

1� q � �[VNI � (CUnCert +K)]
VI � CUnCert

� �

Therefore, if there is welfare gain from the non-innovator, then PE2 generates more expected

welfare than PE3ii. If instead, there is welfare loss, and q
1�q � �, then PE2 generates more expected

welfare than PE3ii; otherwise, if q
1�q � �, PE2 generates less expected welfare than PE3ii. Finally,
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comparing PE3i and PE3ii we �nd

q[SW I
PE3i � SW I

PE3ii] + (1� q)[SWNI
PE3i � SWNI

PE3ii]

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI)]� [0� CI ]] + (1� q)[[(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]� [0� CNI ]]
q

1� q � �VNI
VI

� �

Therefore, if VNI � 0, PE3i generates more expected welfare than PE3ii. If instead, VNI < 0,
and q

1�q � �, then PE3i generates more expected welfare than PE3ii; otherwise, PE3i generates

less expected welfare than PE3ii.

When priors are high, PE3ii cannot be sustained. In this context, PE3i yields the highest

welfare, followed by PE2, for all VNI � CUnCert + K. When VNI < CUnCert + K, PE3i yields

the highest welfare, followed now by SE2. When priors are low, only SE1, SE2 and PE3ii can be

supported. In this setting, SE2 yields the highest welfare followed by SE1 under all values of VNI .

6.1.7 Proof of Corollary 1

If q � ��, the equilibrium yielding the highest social welfare under incomplete information is PE3i

(see Proposition 5). In this context, the expected welfare gain relative to complete information

(CI) is

q[SW I
CI � SW I

PE3i] + (1� q)[SWNI
CI � SWNI

PE3i]

simplifying to

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI)]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI)]]

+(1� q)[(0� CNI)� [(VNI � p) + (p� CNI)]]

= (1� q)(�VNI)

which is positive if and only if VNI < 0. If q < ��, the equilibrium yielding the highest social welfare

under incomplete information is SE2 (see Proposition 5). In this context, the expected welfare gain

relative to complete information is

q[SW I
CI � SW I

SE2] + (1� q)[SWNI
CI � SWNI

SE2]

simplifying to

= q[[(VI � p) + (p� CI)]� [(VI � p) + (p� CI � CUnCert � eF ) + eF ]]
+(1� q)[(0� CNI)� (0� CNI)]

= qCUnCert

which is unambiguously positive.
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6.2 Appendix 2 - Consumers with negative perceptions for the innovation

In this appendix, we consider that the consumer negatively perceives innovation, VI < p < VNI ,

and, hence, the certi�cation is understood as the absence of such innovation, for instance, non-

GMO. In this setting we consider that certi�cation costs are higher for the innovative than the

non-innovative �rm, that is CCertI � CCertNI . We �rst discuss the two separating equilibria that are

supported as a PBE, thus being analogous to those in Proposition 1 in the main body of the paper.

Proposition A1. If the consumer has negative perceptions, the following separating PBEs can
be sustained:

1. The innovative �rm does not claim and the non-innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed claim if

and only if CUnCert + K � p � CCertI + K; the consumer after observing a certi�ed claim

buys since �Cert = 0, and she does not buy after no claim, �NoClaim = 1. After observing

an uncerti�ed claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she does not buy if and only if beliefs satisfy

�UnCert > �.

2. The innovative �rm does not claim and the non-innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if p � CUnCert+K ; the consumer after observing an uncerti�ed claim buys since

�UnCert = 0, and she does not buy after no claim, �NoClaim = 1. This is supported for any

o¤-the-equilibrium belief �Cert 2 [0; 1].

Proof of Proposition A1:
I-type �rm chooses no claim and NI-type a certi�ed claim. Upon observing no claim, the

consumer updates her beliefs to �NoClaim = 1, and if she observes a certi�ed claim to �Cert = 0.

O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �UnCert 2 [0; 1]. After observing no claim, the consumer does not
buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 1; after

observing a certi�ed claim, she buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies VNI � p,

where �s = �Cert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium uncerti�ed claim if

�UnCertVI+(1��Uncert)VNI�p � 0, which yields �UnCert � p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��. Anticipating consumer�s

response, the I-type �rm does not claim if and only if �CI � p�CI �CCertI �K, which is satis�ed
if p � CCertI +K.

� If �UnCert � ��, the I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

�CI � p� CI � CUnCert �K, which holds if p � CUnCert +K.

� If �UnCert > ��, the I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

�CI � �CI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � 0, and the �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CNI �CCertNI � �CNI , yielding
p � CCertNI , which is satis�ed by de�nition; and the �rm does not deviate.
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� If �UnCert � ��, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p � CNI � CCertNI � p � CNI � CUnCert, implying CUnCert � CCertNI , which does not hold by

de�nition. Hence the NI-type deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim.

� If �UnCert > ��, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p�CNI �CCertNI � �CNI �CUnCert, yielding p � CCertNI �CUnCert, which holds by de�nition.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CUnCert+K,
and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �UnCert > ��.

We next analyze if this PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion. In this separating PBE, the

only o¤-the-equilibrium message is uncerti�ed claim. The I-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of

p � CI � CUnCert � K from deviating towards an uncerti�ed claim, which does not exceed its

equilibrium payo¤ of �CI from no claim if �CI � p � CI � CUnCert � K, which simpli�es to
p � CUnCert + K. Second, the NI-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p � CNI � CUnCert from
an uncerti�ed claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p � CNI � CCertNI from certifying the

product, since CCertNI � CUnCert; which implies that this type of �rm deviates. Therefore, both

types of �rm have incentives to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim, entailing that consumers

cannot update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �UnCert. Hence, this separating PBE survives the

Cho and Kreps�Intuitive Criterion if CUnCert +K � p � CCertI +K.

I-type �rm chooses no claim and NI-type an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing no claim, the

consumer updates her beliefs to �NoClaim = 1, and if she observes an uncerti�ed claim to �UnCert =

0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert 2 [0; 1]. After observing no claim, the consumer does not
buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 1; after

observing an uncerti�ed claim, she buys since �sVI + (1� �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies VNI � p,
where �s = �UnCert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium certi�ed claim if

and only if �Cert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type does not claim if and only if

�CI � p� CI � CUnCert �K, which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert +K.

� If �Cert � ��, the I-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if and only if

�CI � p� CI � CCertI �K, which holds if p � CCertI +K.

� If �Cert > ��, the I-type does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if and only if

�CI � �CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the �rm does not deviate.

Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � CUnCert � �CNI ,
implying p � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition, and the �rm does not deviate.

� If �Cert � ��, the NI-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only

if p�CNI �CUnCert � p�CNI �CCertNI , which yields C
Cert
NI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed by

de�nition; and the �rm does not deviate.
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� If �Cert > ��, the NI-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed rather than certi�ed claim if and only

if p�CNI �CUnCert � �CNI �CCertNI , which implies p � CUnCert �CCertI , where CUnCert �
CCertI < 0, and the �rm does not deviate.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE if an only if p � CUnCert+K
for any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert 2 [0; 1].

We next analyze if this PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion. In this separating PBE, the only

o¤-the-equilibrium message is to certify the product. We next evaluate which �rm has incentives to

deviate towards this message. First, the I-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CI�CCertI �K from

deviating towards a certi�ed claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of �CI from no claim if

p � CCertI +K, which does not hold by equilibrium conditions; implying that this type of �rm does

not have incentives to deviate. Second, the NI-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p � CNI � CCertNI

from a certi�ed claim, which does not exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CNI�CUnCert from using
an uncerti�ed claim, since CUnCert < CCertNI by assumption; which implies that this type of �rm

does not deviate either. Therefore, both types of �rm do not have incentives to deviate towards

a certi�ed claim, entailing that consumers cannot further update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs

�Cert. Hence, this separating PBE survives the Cho and Kreps�Intuitive Criterion.

I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and NI-type an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing a certi�ed

claim, the consumer updates her beliefs to �Cert = 1, and if she observes an uncerti�ed claim to

�UnCert = 0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �NoClaim 2 [0; 1]. After observing a certi�ed claim, the
consumer does not buy since �sVI+(1��s)VNI�p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �Cert = 1;
after observing an uncerti�ed claim, she buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies

VNI � p, where �s = �UnCert = 0; and she buys after observing the-o¤-equilibrium no claim if

and only if �NoClaimVI + (1 � �NoClaim)VNI � p � 0, which implies �NoClaim � p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI �CCertI �
p� CI � CUnCert �K, which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertI ) +K.

� If �NoClaim � ��, the I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CI � CCertI � p� CI , yielding p � �CCertI . Hence, the I-type deviates to no claim.

� If �NoClaim > ��, the I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CI � CCertI � �CI , implying CCertI � 0. Therefore, the I-type deviates to no claim.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE for any o¤-the-equilibrium

beliefs �NoClaim 2 [0; 1].
I-type �rm chooses a certi�ed claim NI-type no claim. Upon observing a certi�ed claim, the

consumer updates her beliefs to �Cert = 1, and if she observes no claim to �NoClaim = 0. O¤-

the-equilibrium beliefs are �UnCert 2 [0; 1]. After observing a certi�ed claim, the consumer does
not buy since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �Cert = 1; after

observing no claim, she buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which implies VNI � p, where
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�s = �NoClaim = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium uncerti�ed claim if and

only if �UnCert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed claim if and

only if �CI � CCertI � p � CI , yielding p � �CCertI . Hence the I-type �rm deviates to no claim.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE.

I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and NI-type a certi�ed claim. Upon observing an

uncerti�ed claim, the consumer updates her beliefs to �UnCert = 1, and if she observes a certi�ed

claim to �Cert = 0. O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �NoClaim 2 [0; 1]. After observing a uncerti�ed
claim, the consumer does buy not since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where

�s = �UnCert = 1; after observing a certi�ed claim, she buys since �sVI + (1 � �s)VNI � p � 0,

which implies VNI � p, where �s = �Cert = 0; and she buys after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium
no claim if and only if �NoClaim � ��. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an

uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � p � CI � CCertI � K, which is satis�ed if p �
(CCertI � CUnCert) +K.

� If �NoClaim � ��, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CI � CUnCert � p� CI , yielding p � �CUnCert. Hence, the I-type deviates to no claim.

� If �NoClaim > ��, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CI � CUnCert � �CI , implying CUnCert � 0. Therefore, the I-type deviates to no claim.

Therefore, this separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE for any o¤-the-equilibrium

beliefs �NoClaim 2 [0; 1].

I-type �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim and NI-type no claim. Upon observing an uncerti�ed

claim, the consumer updates her beliefs to �UnCert = 1, and if she observes no claim to �NoClaim = 0.

O¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert 2 [0; 1]. After observing a uncerti�ed claim, she does not buy
since �sVI + (1� �s)VNI � p � 0, which yields VI � p, where �s = �UnCert = 1; after observing no
claim, she buys since �sVI +(1��s)VNI �p � 0, which implies VNI � p, where �s = �NoClaim = 0;
and she buys after observing a certi�ed claim if and only if �Cert � ��. Anticipating consumer�s

response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � p � CI , yielding
p � �CUnCert. Hence, I-type �rm deviates towards no claim. Therefore, this separating equilibrium
cannot be supported as a PBE. (Q.E.D.)

A corollary of the above result is that the separating strategy pro�le in which the innovative

(non-innovative) �rm chooses a certi�ed claim and the non-innovative (innovative, respectively)

�rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim cannot be sustained as PBE under negative preferences towards

innovation. In addition, the strategy pro�le in which the innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed

claim and the non-innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed claim or no claim cannot be sustained as

PBE. Intuitively, the dissemination of information about the �rm�s type induces the innovative

�rm to deviate from these strategy pro�les. In this case, a certi�ed or uncerti�ed claim reveals

the innovator�s type which is responded by a consumer with negative perception with no purchase.
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Hence, the innovator prefers to save the cost of certi�cation and potential penalties by deviating

towards no claim.

We now examine pooling PBEs in this setting, which are analogous to those in Proposition 2

in the main body of the paper.

Proposition A2. If the consumer has negative perceptions, the following pooling PBEs can be
sustained:

1. Both types of �rm choose a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CCertI +K; the consumer only buys

after observing a certi�ed claim if beliefs satisfy �Cert = q � �, and �UnCert; �NoClaim > �.

2. Both types of �rm choose an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CUnCert+K ; the consumer

buys only after observing uncerti�ed claims if beliefs satisfy �UnCert = q � �, and o¤-the-

equilibrium beliefs satisfy: (a) �Cert; �NoClaim > �; or (b) �Cert � � and �NoClaim > �.

3. Both types of �rm choose no claim;

i) the consumer only buys after observing no claim if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim =

q � �, under any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert; �UnCert 2 [0; 1];

ii) the consumer does not buy after observing any claim if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim =

q > �, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs are �Cert; �UnCert > �.

Proof of Proposition A2:
Both types choose a certi�ed claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer

cannot further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �Cert = q in equilibrium, and �s =

f�UnCert; �NoClaimg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing a certi�ed claim, the consumer
buys if and only if qVI + (1 � q)VNI � p � 0, which solving for q yields q � p�VNI

VI�VNI � ��; after

observing an uncerti�ed claim, the consumer buys if and only if �UnCertVI+(1��UnCert)VNI�p �
0, which yields �UnCert � p�VNI

VI�VNI � ��; and after observing no claim, she buys if and only if

�NoClaimVI + (1� �NoClaim)VNI � p � 0, which implies �NoClaim � p�VNI
VI�VNI � ��.

We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the

message she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � K � p � CI � CUnCert � K, implying
CUnCert � CCertI , which does not hold by de�nition; and the I-type �rm deviates towards an

uncerti�ed claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 1 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim � ��, and �UnCert > ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed claim or no claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s

response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI �
CCertI �K � �CI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed if p � (CCertI � CUnCert) +K. The I-type chooses
a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � K � p � CI , yielding
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CCertI +K � 0, which is not satis�ed; and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim. Hence, this

pooling equilibrium in case 2 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q > ��, and �UnCert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type

chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI�CCertI � p�CI�CUnCert�K,
which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertI ) +K. The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than

no claim if and only if �CI � CCertI � p � CI , implying p � �CCertI , and the I-type �rm deviates

towards no claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 3 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert > ��, and �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s

response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI�CCertI �
�CI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � CCertI , which is not satis�ed by de�nition; and the I-type �rm

deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 4 cannot be sustained

as a PBE.

Case 5: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert � ��, and �NoClaim > ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed or an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s

response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI �
CCertI �K � p�CI �CUnCert �K, implying CUnCert � CCertI , which does not hold by de�nition;

and the I-type �rm deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in

case 5 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �UnCert; �NoClaim > ��, that is, she buys after

observing a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the

I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � K �
�CI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed if p � (CCertI � CUnCert) + K. The I-type chooses a certi�ed
claim rather than no claim if and only if p � CI � CCertI � K � �CI , which is satis�ed if p �
CCertI +K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p�CNI �CCertNI � �CNI �CUnCert, implying p � CCertNI �CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition
p � CCertNI ; and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather

than no claim if and only if p�CNI�CCertNI � �CNI , yielding p � CCertNI , which holds by de�nition.

Hence, since CCertI > CCertNI > CUnCert by de�nition, then CCertI + K > (CCertI � CUnCert) + K,
this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CCertI +K.

Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim > ��, and �Uncert � ��, that is, she does not buy

after observing a certi�ed or no claim, and buys otherwise.

Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if �CI �CCertI � p�CI �CUnCert�K, which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert�CCertI )+K.

The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if �CI�CCertI � �CI , implying
CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in

case 7 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert; �NoClaim > ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of
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the message she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses a certi�ed rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � CCertI � �CI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � CCertI ,

which does not hold by de�nition; and the I-type �rm deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim. Hence,

this pooling equilibrium in case 8 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Both types choose an uncerti�ed claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer

cannot further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �UnCert = q in equilibrium,

and �s = f�Cert; �NoClaimg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing a uncerti�ed claim, the
consumer buys if and only if q � ��; after observing a certi�ed claim she buys if and only if �Cert � ��;
and after observing no claim, she buys if and only if �NoClaim � ��.

We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the

message she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CI � CUnCert � K � p � CI � CCertI � K, implying
CCertI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition; and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type

chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if p � CI � CUnCert �K � p � CI ,
implying CUnCert + K � 0, which does not hold; and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim.

Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 1 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim � ��, and �Cert > ��, that is, she buys after observing
an uncerti�ed claim or no claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response,

the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CI �CUnCert�K �
�CI � CCertI , which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertI ) +K. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed

claim rather than no claim if and only if p�CI �CUnCert�K � p�CI , yielding CUnCert+K � 0,
which is not satis�ed and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium

in case 2 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q > ��, and �Cert; �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy after
observing an uncerti�ed claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type

chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI�CUnCert � p�CI�CCertI �K,
which is satis�ed if p � (CCertI � CUnCert) + K. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather

than no claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � p� CI , yielding p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm
deviates towards no claim. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 3 cannot be supported as a

PBE.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert > ��, and �NoClaim � ��, that is, she does not buy after
observing an uncerti�ed or a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response,

the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert �
�CI � CCertI , implying CCertI � CUnCert, which is satis�ed by de�nition; and the I-type �rm

does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

�CI � CUnCert � p � CI , yielding p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim.

Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 4 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 5: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert � ��, and �NoClaim > ��, that is, she buys after observing
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an uncerti�ed or a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response,

the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CI �CUnCert�K �
p � CI � CCertI � K, implying CCertI � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition; and the I-type �rm

does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p� CI � CUnCert �K � �CI , which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert +K.
Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p �

CNI � CUnCert � p � CNI � CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition; and the

NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if

and only if p�CNI �CUnCert � �CI , implying p � �CUnCert, which is satis�ed; and the NI-type
�rm does not deviate. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE if

and only if p � CUnCert +K.
Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �Cert; �NoClaim > ��, that is, she buys after observing

an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type

chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CI�CUnCert�K � �CI�CCertI ,

which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert�CCertI )+K. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than

no claim if and only if p�CI�CUnCert�K � �CI , which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert+K. Similarly,
the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CNI �CUnCert �
�CNI � CCertNI , yielding p � CUnCert � CCertNI , where C

UnCert � CCertNI < 0; and the NI-type �rm

does not deviate. The NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and only if

p�CNI�CUnCert � �CNI , implying p � CUnCert, which holds by de�nition; and the NI-type �rm
does not deviate. Hence, since CUnCert +K > (CUnCert � CCertI ) +K, this pooling equilibrium in

case 6 can be sustained as a PBE if and only if p � CUnCert +K.
Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �NoClaim > ��, and �Cert � ��, that is, she only buys after

observing a certi�ed claim. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed

rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI �CUnCert � p�CI �CCertI �K, which is satis�ed
if p � (CCertI �CUnCert) +K. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if and

only if �CI � CUnCert � �CI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm deviates towards no claim.

Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 7 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �NoClaim > ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of

the message. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a

certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � �CI � CCertI , implying CCertI � CUnCert, which

holds by de�nition; and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim

rather than no claim if and only if �CI � CUnCert � �CI , yielding CUnCert � 0, and the I-type

�rm deviates towards no claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 8 cannot be sustained as a

PBE.

Both types do not claim. Upon observing the equilibrium message, the consumer cannot

further update her beliefs about the �rm�s type, yielding �NoClaim = q in equilibrium, and

�s = f�Cert; �UnCertg 2 [0; 1] o¤-the-equilibrium. After observing no claim, the consumer buys
if and only if q � ��; after observing a certi�ed claim the consumer buys if and only if �Cert � ��;
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and after observing an uncerti�ed claim, she buys if and only if �UnCert � ��.
We analyze eight di¤erent cases depending on consumer�s beliefs:

Case 1: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �UnCert � ��, that is, she buys regardless of the message
she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed

claim if and only if p � CI � p � CI � CCertI � K, implying CCertI + K � 0, and the I-type

�rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

p�CI � p�CI�CUnCert�K, yielding CUnCert+K � 0, and the I-type does not deviate. Similarly,
the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p� CNI� p� CNI�CCertNI ,

implying CCertNI � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � 0, and
the NI-type �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 1 can be supported

as a PBE.

Case 2: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert � ��, and �Cert > ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim or an uncerti�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response,

the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CI � �CI � CCertI ,

implying p � �CCertI , and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p�CI � p�CI �CUnCert�K, yielding CUnCert+K � 0,
and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed

claim if and only if p�CNI � �CNI �CCertNI , implying p � �CCertNI , and the NI-type �rm does not

deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CNI �
p � CNI � CUnCert, yielding CUnCert � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. Hence, this

pooling equilibrium in case 2 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 3: Consumer�s beliefs are q > ��, and �Cert; �UnCert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing no claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no

claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � p � CI � CCertI � K, which is satis�ed
if p � CCertI + K. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if

�CI � p� CI � CUnCert �K, which holds if p � CUnCert +K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no
claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � p�CNI�CCertNI , implying p � CCertNI , which

is not satis�ed by de�nition; and the NI-type �rm deviates towards a certi�ed claim. Therefore,

this pooling equilibrium in case 3 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 4: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert > ��, and �UnCert � ��, that is, she does not buy after

observing no claim or a certi�ed claim, and buys otherwise. Anticipating the consumer�s response,

the I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CI � p � CI � CUnCert � K, which is satis�ed if p �
CUnCert + K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only

if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , implying C
Cert
NI � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-

type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CNI � p� CNI � CUnCert,
yielding p � CUnCert, which is not satis�ed by de�nition; and the NI-type �rm deviates towards
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an uncerti�ed claim. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 4 cannot be sustained as a PBE.

Case 5: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert � ��, and �UnCert > ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim or a certi�ed claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-

type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p�CI � p�CI�CCertI �K, yielding
CCertI +K � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an

uncerti�ed claim if and only if p�CI � �CI�CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm
does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if

p�CNI � p�CNI�CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type

chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p�CNI � �CNI�CUnCert, implying
p � �CUnCert, which holds by de�nition; and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. Therefore, this

pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 6: Consumer�s beliefs are q � ��, and �Cert; �UnCert > ��, that is, she buys after observing
no claim, and does not buy otherwise. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no

claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CI � �CI � CCertI , yielding p � �CCertI ,

and the I-type �rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed

claim if and only if p � CI � �CI � CUnCert, implying p � �CUnCert, and the I-type �rm does

not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if

p � CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , yielding p � �CCertNI , and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-

type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p� CNI � �CNI � CUnCert,
implying p � �CUnCert, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in

case 6 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 7: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �UnCert > ��, and �Cert � ��, that is, she only buys after

observing a certi�ed claim. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � p�CI �CCertI �K, which is satis�ed if p � CCertI +K.

The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed if and only if �CI � �CI�CUnCert, yielding
CCertI � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � p�CNI �CCertNI , implying p � CCertNI , which does not

hold by de�nition; and the NI-type �rm deviates towards a certi�ed claim. Therefore, this pooling

equilibrium in case 7 cannot be supported as a PBE.

Case 8: Consumer�s beliefs are q; �Cert; �UnCert > ��, that is, she does not buy regardless of

the message she observes. Anticipating consumer�s response, the I-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CI � �CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0, and the I-type

�rm does not deviate. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if and only

if �CI � �CI � CUnCert, implying CUnCert � 0, and the I-type �rm does not deviate. Similarly,

the NI-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if and only if �CNI � �CNI � CCertNI ,

yielding CCertNI � 0, and the NI-type �rm does not deviate. The NI-type chooses no claim rather

than an uncerti�ed claim if and only if �CNI � �CNI � CUnCert, implying CUnCert � 0, and the
NI-type �rm does not deviate. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 8 can be sustained as a PBE.

Intuitive Criterion (IC)
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Case 1 . In this pooling PBE, both �rms choose to certify, so the most pro�table deviation
among all o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards no claim. We next analyze which type of �rm, if

any, has incentives to deviate towards no claim. First, the I-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CI
from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p � CI � CCertI �K, since CCertI +K � 0;
implying that this type of �rm deviates. Second, the NI-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CNI
from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p � CNI � CCertNI , since C

Cert
NI � 0; which

implies that this type of �rm deviates as well. In summary, both types of �rm have incentives to

deviate towards no claim, entailing that consumers cannot update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs

�NoClaim. Therefore, the pooling PBE in Proposition A2 (Case 1) survives the Cho and Kreps�

Intuitive Criterion.

Case 2 . In this pooling PBE, both �rms choose an uncerti�ed claim. Like in Case 1, the most
pro�table deviation among all o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards no claim. We next study

which type of �rm, if any, has incentives to deviate towards no claim. First, the I-type obtains, at

most, a pro�t of p�CI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CI�CUnCert�K,
since CUnCert +K � 0; implying that this type of �rm deviates. Second, the NI-type obtains, at

most, a pro�t of p�CNI from no claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CNI �CUnCert,
since CUnCert � 0; which implies that this type of �rm deviates too. Summarizing, both types of

�rm have incentives to deviate towards no claim, entailing that consumers cannot update their o¤-

the-equilibrium beliefs �NoClaim. Therefore, the pooling PBE in Proposition A2 (Case 2) survives

the Intuitive Criterion.

Case 3i . In this pooling PBE, both �rms make no claim about its product, which is responded

with a purchase by consumers. The most pro�table deviation among all o¤-the-equilibrium mes-

sages is, then, an uncerti�ed claim. We next analyze which type of �rm, if any, has incentives to

deviate. First, the I-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p � CI � CUnCert �K from an uncerti�ed

claim, which cannot exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of p � CNI , since CUnCert + K � 0; implying

that this type of �rm has no incentives to deviate. Second, the NI-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of

p�CNI�CUnCert from an uncerti�ed claim, which cannot exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of p�CNI ,
since CUnCert � 0; which implies that this type of �rm does not deviate either. In summary, no

type of �rm deviates towards an uncerti�ed claim, entailing that consumers cannot update their o¤-

the-equilibrium beliefs �UnCert. Therefore, the pooling PBE in Proposition A2 (Case 3i) survives

the Intuitive Criterion.

Case 3ii . In this pooling PBE, both �rms make no claim about the product, which is now

responded with no purchase by consumers. Like in Case 3i, the most pro�table deviation among all

o¤-the-equilibrium messages is towards an uncerti�ed claim. We next examine which type of �rm,

if any, has incentives to deviate. First, the I-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CI �CUnCert�K
from an uncerti�ed claim, which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of �CI if p � CUnCert+K. Second,
the NI-type obtains, at most, a pro�t of p�CNI�CUnCert from an uncerti�ed claim, which exceeds
its equilibrium payo¤ of �CNI , since p � CUnCert by de�nition; implying that this type of �rm

deviates. Summarizing, when p � CUnCert+K holds, both types of �rm have incentives to deviate
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towards an uncerti�ed claim, entailing that consumers cannot update their o¤-the-equilibrium

beliefs �UnCert, and the pooling PBE in Proposition A2 (Case 3ii) survives the Cho and Kreps�

Intuitive Criterion. However, when p < CUnCert + K holds, only the I-type deviates, leading

consumers to update their o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs to �UnCert = 1. Since consumers exhibit a

negative perception towards the innovation, they respond not purchasing the good, eliminating any

incentives for the I-type �rm to deviate towards an uncerti�ed claim. Therefore, the pooling PBE

in Proposition A2 (Case 3ii) survives the Intuitive Criterion. (Q.E.D.)

We now evaluate how the above separating PBEs in Proposition A1 is a¤ected by the introduc-

tion of regulation.

Proposition A3. If the consumer has negative perceptions and certi�ed claims are required,
the following separating PBEs can be sustained:

1. The innovative �rm does not claim and the non-innovative �rm chooses a certi�ed claim

if and only if p � CCertI + K; the consumer buys after observing a certi�ed claim since

�Cert = 0, but she does not buy after no claim, �NoClaim = 1. After observing an uncerti�ed

claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she buys when �UnCert � � but does not buy otherwise. No
type of �rm makes uncerti�ed claims if eF � max�p�K � CUnCert; CCertNI � CUnCert

	
.

2. The innovative �rm does not claim and the non-innovative �rm chooses an uncerti�ed claim

if and only if CUnCert + eF � p � CUnCert +K + eF ; the consumer buys after observing an
uncerti�ed claim since �UnCert = 0, but she does not buy after no claim, �NoClaim = 1. After

observing a certi�ed claim (o¤-the-equilibrium path), she buys when �Cert � � but does not
otherwise. No type of �rm makes certi�ed claims if eF � CCertNI � CUnCert for every belief
�Cert 2 [0; 1].

Proof of Proposition A3:
I-type �rm chooses no claim and the NI-type a certi�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same

than in Proposition 3. The I-type does not claim if and only if �CI � p� CI � CCertI �K, which
is satis�ed if p � CCertI +K. If �UnCert � ��, the I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed

claim if �CI � p � CI � CUnCert � eF �K, which holds if eF � p �K � CUnCert. If �UnCert > ��,

the I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CI � �CI �CUnCert� eF , yielding
CUnCert + eF � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim if p � CNI � CCertNI � �CNI ,
yielding p � CCertNI , which is satis�ed by de�nition. If �UnCert � ��, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p� CNI � CCertNI � p� CNI � CUnCert � eF , which holds if eF �
CCertNI � CUnCert. If �UnCert > ��, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim

if p � CNI � CCertNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � (CCertNI � CUnCert) � eF . Therefore,
this separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CCertI + K and eF �
max{p �K � CUnCert; CCertNI � CUnCertg. And since both types of �rm do not have incentives to

deviate this separating PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion.
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I-type �rm chooses no claim and the NI-type an uncerti�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the

same than in Proposition 3. The I-type does not claim if �CI � p�CI �CUnCert� eF �K, which
is satis�ed if p � CUnCert + eF +K. If �Cert � ��, the I-type does not claim rather than choosing a

certi�ed claim if �CI � p�CI �CCertI �K, which holds if p � CCertI +K. If �Cert > ��, the I-type

does not claim rather than choosing a certi�ed claim if �CI � �CI � CCertI , yielding CCertI � 0.
Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim if p�CNI �CUnCert� eF � �CNI , which holds
if p � CUnCert+ eF . If �Cert � ��, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if

p�CNI�CUnCert� eF � p�CNI�CCertNI , which is satis�ed if eF � CCertNI �CUnCert. If �Cert > ��, the
NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than certi�ed claim if p�CNI�CUnCert� eF � �CNI�CCertNI ,

which implies p � (CUnCert � CCertI ) � eF , where (CUnCert � CCertI ) � eF < 0. Therefore, this

separating equilibrium can be supported as a PBE if an only if CUnCert+ eF � p � CUnCert+ eF +K,
and if eF � CCertNI �CUnCert. Since both types of �rm do not have incentives to deviate this separating
PBE survives the Intuitive Criterion.

Following the proof for Proposition 3 it is easy to check that the other four possible options

for separating equilibrium cannot be supported as a PBE. The only di¤erence in the proof is the

penalty eF when an uncerti�ed claim is in place. (Q.E.D.)

And now we investigate how the pooling PBE of Proposition A2 is a¤ected by regulation.

Proposition A4. If the consumer has negative perceptions and certi�ed claims are required,
the following pooling PBEs can be sustained:

1. Both types of �rm choose a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CCertI +K and eF � CCertI �
CUnCert; the consumer only buys after observing a certi�ed claim if beliefs satisfy �Cert =

q � �, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs satisfy:(a) �UnCert; �NoClaim > � ; or (b) �UnCert � �
and �NoClaim > �.

2. Both types of �rm choose an uncerti�ed claim if and only if p � CUnCert + K + eF andeF � CCertNI �CUnCert; the consumer buys only after observing uncerti�ed claims if equilibrium
beliefs satisfy �UnCert = q � �, and o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs satisfy: (a) �Cert; �NoClaim > �;
or (b) �Cert � � and �NoClaim > �.

3. Both types of �rm choose no claim;

i) the consumer only buys after observing no claim if equilibrium beliefs satisfy �NoClaim =

q � �, under any o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs �Cert; �UnCert 2 [0; 1];

ii) the consumer does not buy after observing any claim if �NoClaim = q > � and p �
CUnCert+K+ eF ; and if o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs satisfy: (a) �Cert; �UnCert > �; or (b)

�Cert > � and �UnCert � �.

Proof of Proposition A4:
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Both types choose a certi�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition A2.

We analyze the same eight cases and we check that two of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 5: The I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CI�CCertI �K � p�
CI�CUnCert� eF�K, which is satis�ed if eF � CCertI �CUnCert. The I-type chooses a certi�ed claim
rather than no claim if p�CI �CCertI �K � �CI , which holds if p � CCertI +K. Similarly, the NI-

type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CNI�CCertNI � p�CNI�CUnCert� eF ,
which is satis�ed if eF � CCertNI � CUnCert. The NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no

claim if p�CNI �CCertNI � �CNI , implying p � CCertNI +K. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in

case 5 can be supported as a PBE if and only if p � CCertI +K and eF � CCertI � CUnCert.
Case 6: The I-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CI �CCertI �K �

�CI � CUnCert � eF , which is satis�ed if p � (CCertI � CUnCert) � eF + K. The I-type chooses a
certi�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CI�CCertI �K � �CI , which is satis�ed if p � CCertI +K.

Similarly, the NI-type chooses a certi�ed rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI � CCertNI �
�CNI�CUnCert� eF , implying p � (CCertNI �CUnCert)� eF , which is satis�ed by de�nition p � CCertNI .

The NI-type chooses a certi�ed claim rather than no claim if p � CNI � CCertNI � �CNI , yielding
p � CCertNI , which holds by de�nition. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be supported

as a PBE if and only if p � CCertI +K.

Both types choose an uncerti�ed claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition

A2. We analyze the same eight cases and show that two of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 5: The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � CUnCert �eF � K � p � CI � CCertI � K, which is satis�ed if eF � CCertI � CUnCert. The I-type chooses
an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if p � CI � CUnCert� eF � K � �CI , which holds if
p � CUnCert+ eF +K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if

p�CNI �CUnCert� eF � p�CNI �CCertNI , which is satis�ed if eF � CCertNI �CUnCert. The NI-type
chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CNI �CUnCert� eF � �CNI , which holds if
p � CUnCert + eF . Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE if and

only if p � CUnCert + eF +K and eF � CCertNI � CUnCert.
Case 6: The I-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � CUnCert �eF �K � �CI � CCertI , which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertI ) + eF +K. The I-type chooses

an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if p � CI � CUnCert � eF � K � �CI , which holds if
p � CUnCert + eF +K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed rather than a certi�ed claim
if p � CNI � CUnCert � eF � �CNI � CCertNI , which is satis�ed if p � (CUnCert � CCertNI ) +

eF . The
NI-type chooses an uncerti�ed claim rather than no claim if p�CNI�CUnCert� eF � �CNI , which
holds if p � CUnCert + eF . Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be sustained as a PBE if

and only if p � CUnCert + eF +K and eF � CCertNI � CUnCert.
Both types do not claim. Consumer�s beliefs are the same than in Proposition A2. We analyze

the same eight cases and we show that six of them can be supported as a PBE.

Case 1: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CI � p�CI�CCertI �K,
implying CCertI +K � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p�CI �
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p � CI � CUnCert � eF � K, yielding CUnCert + eF + K � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no

claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p� CNI� p� CNI�CCertNI , implying C
Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type

chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert � eF , yielding
CUnCert + eF � 0. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 1 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 2: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � �CI � CCertI ,

implying p � �CCertI . The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI �
p � CI � CUnCert � eF � K, yielding CUnCert + eF + K � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no

claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CNI � �CNI �CCertNI , implying p � �CCertNI . The NI-type

chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert � eF , yielding
CUnCert + eF � 0. Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 2 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 4: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if �CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding CCertI � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CI �
p�CI �CUnCert� eF �K, which is satis�ed if p � CUnCert+ eF +K. Similarly, the NI-type chooses
no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI �CCertNI , implying C

Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type

chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CNI � p � CNI � CUnCert � eF , which is
satis�ed if p � CUnCert + eF . Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 4 can be sustained as a PBE

if and only if p � CUnCert + eF +K.
Case 5: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p�CI � p�CI�CCertI �K,

yielding CCertI +K � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p� CI �
�CI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � �CUnCert � eF . Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim p�CNI � p�CNI�CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type chooses no claim

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p� CNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � �CUnCert � eF ,
which holds by de�nition. Therefore, this pooling equilibrium in case 5 can be supported as a PBE.

Case 6: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if p � CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding p � �CCertI . The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CI �
�CI � CUnCert � eF , implying p � �CUnCert � eF . Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if and only if p � CNI � �CNI � CCertNI , yielding p � �CCertNI . The NI-type

chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if p � CNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying
p � �CUnCert � eF . Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 6 can be sustained as a PBE.

Case 8: The I-type chooses no claim rather than a certi�ed claim if �CI � �CI � CCertI ,

yielding CCertI � 0. The I-type chooses no claim rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CI �
�CI � CUnCert � eF , implying CUnCert + eF � 0. Similarly, the NI-type chooses no claim rather

than a certi�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI �CCertNI , yielding C
Cert
NI � 0. The NI-type chooses no claim

rather than an uncerti�ed claim if �CNI � �CNI � CUnCert � eF , implying CUnCert + eF � 0.

Hence, this pooling equilibrium in case 8 can be sustained as a PBE.

Following the same rationale than in the proof for Proposition A2, it is easy to check that these

pooling equilibria survive the Intuitive Criterion. The only di¤erence in the proof is the penalty eF
when an uncerti�ed claim is in place. (Q.E.D.)
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